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Abstract

Modern computing systems comprise heterogeneous designs which combine multiple
and diverse architectures on a single system. These designs provide potentials for
high performance under reduced power requirements but require advanced resource
management and workload scheduling across the available processors.

Programmability frameworks, such as OpenCL and CUDA, enable resource man-
agement and workload scheduling on heterogeneous systems. These frameworks fully
assign the control of resource allocation and scheduling to the application. This design
sufficiently serves the needs of dedicated application systems but introduces signifi-
cant challenges for multi-tasking environments where multiple users and applications
compete for access to system resources.

This thesis considers these challenges and presents three major contributions that
enable efficient multi-tasking on heterogeneous systems. The presented contributions
are compatible with existing systems, remain portable across vendors and do not re-
quire application changes or recompilation.

The first contribution of this thesis is an optimization technique that reduces host-
device communication overhead for OpenCL applications. It does this without modifi-
cation or recompilation of the application source code and is portable across platforms.
This work enables efficiency and performance improvements for diverse application
workloads found on multi-tasking systems.

The second contribution is the design and implementation of a secure, user-space
virtualization layer that integrates the accelerator resources of a system with the stan-
dard multi-tasking and user-space virtualization facilities of the commodity Linux OS.
It enables fine-grained sharing of mixed-vendor accelerator resources and targets het-
erogeneous systems found in data center nodes and requires no modification to the OS,
OpenCL or application.

Lastly, the third contribution is a technique and software infrastructure that enable
resource sharing control on accelerators, while supporting software managed schedul-
ing on accelerators. The infrastructure remains transparent to existing systems and
applications and requires no modifications or recompilation. In enforces fair accelera-
tor sharing which is required for multi-tasking purposes.
Lay Summary of Thesis

Modern computing systems comprise heterogeneous designs which combine multiple and diverse architectures on a single system. These designs provide potentials for high performance under reduced power requirements but require advanced resource management and workload scheduling across the available processors.

This thesis considers these challenges and presents three major contributions that enable efficient multi-tasking on heterogeneous systems. The presented contributions are compatible with existing systems, remain portable across vendors and do not require application changes or recompilation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern computing systems increasingly have heterogeneous designs where multiple, diverse processors are combined on a single system. Such systems have the potential for high computational throughput with reduced power requirements. Processor heterogeneity is the evolution of multi-core Central Processing Unit (CPU) designs which replaced the high frequency and power greedy sequential processor architectures in mid 2000's.

A heterogeneous system comprises multiple processors with diverse architectures specialized to different types of computation. In these systems, appropriate resource management and workload scheduling deliver high performance while preserving low power requirements. The vast majority of modern systems ranging from embedded and mobile areas to data centers and High Performance Computing (HPC) have heterogeneous designs. They consist of multi-core CPUs and one or more computational accelerators. Accelerators, traditionally, were specialized and expensive processor designs with limited application areas. However, the Cell BE [86] architecture and later the evolution of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) from fixed pipeline graphic processors to fully programmable multi-cores enabled general purpose programming on accelerators. Nowadays, the most popular family of accelerators are GPUs while Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) and Xeon Phi [88] serve special application needs in mobile systems and HPC, respectively.

Software development on heterogeneous systems introduces additional complexity due to the design of mainstream programming languages that exclusively assume general purpose CPUs. This has lead to the development of specialized languages and programming frameworks, such as OpenCL[58] and CUDA[81], which enable work-
load scheduling on accelerator resources. These frameworks fully assign the control of resource allocation, data communication and workload scheduling to the application and there is no centralized control for resource management and scheduling. This design is sufficient for dedicated application systems but introduces significant challenges for multi-tasking environments where multiple applications and users compete for accessing system resources. This thesis addresses these challenges and provides solutions that enable efficient multi-tasking on existing hardware and software stacks without requiring any modification or recompilation of existing applications or any software stack changes.

1.1 Multi-tasking Challenges on Heterogeneous Systems

The existing software stack and programming models of heterogeneous systems lack efficient support for multi-tasking. They provide full control of accelerator resources to user applications and there is no central management. This leads to significant performance overhead, inefficient resource management and unfair accelerator sharing. The following paragraphs present some of the key challenges for multi-tasking on heterogeneous systems.

**Communication Overhead:** Modern heterogeneous systems consist of multiple processors which may have separate physical memories. This design guarantees high throughput memory accesses for the processors but introduces data copies across the different memories. These data copies cause performance overhead as they are not part of the original application payload but data communication enforced by the architecture design. Communication overhead may severely reduce the benefits of leveraging accelerators and are well known performance bottlenecks across all the types of heterogeneous software including applications running on HPC environments and multi-tasking systems. In particular, applications running on multi-tasking systems present relatively small workloads and communication overheads may dominate application execution times.

**Vendor Interoperability:** Programming accelerators requires new programming models and a number of software stack components including runtime environments, Just In Time (JIT) compilers and kernel drivers. Each vendor tends to provide its own software stack design which is typically closed source and incompatible with
third party designs. This is the case even for implementations of OpenCL, which is a standard programming model for leveraging accelerators in a portable manner. This prevents efficient use of multi-vendor heterogeneous systems and hinders the design of unified software stacks that are portable across vendors.

**Accelerator Management:** The existing programming models provide full control of accelerators to applications and there is no central management of accelerator resources. An application fully controls accelerator allocation, data transfers and workload scheduling. This design is sufficient for dedicated application systems where a single application exclusively executes on the system. In contrast, this design is problematic for multi-tasking systems. The lack of central management leads to unbalanced system sharing, poor resource allocation decisions and significant performance overheads. Furthermore, the lack of vendor interoperability, as described above, complicates the management of multi-vendor heterogeneous systems.

**Accelerator Resource Sharing:** The existing programming models and software stacks do not provide resource sharing control on accelerators for parallel execution requests made by different applications and users. A high level abstraction of accelerator resources is available to the developer and the application but there is no mechanism to control resource allocation. On modern dedicated GPUs, where context switch is not supported, the first application that performs a request may exclusively reserve accelerator resources. This behavior leads to scenarios where one application dominates accelerator usage, while other applications may suffer long delays before performing their computations on accelerators. This unfair accelerator sharing and the limited opportunities for concurrent accelerator usage undermines the capabilities of a multi-tasking environments. Some users or applications are favored while others suffer long delays.

### 1.2 Contributions

This thesis presents state of the art solutions to the four challenges described above. An automatic technique that optimizes host-device communication is proposed which reduces communication overheads and improves application performance. A virtualization layer for heterogeneous resources is then presented. It enables central management of accelerators, inter-vendor accelerator sharing and improves both application and system performance. It solves the vendor interoperability and accelerator management challenges described above. Finally, a technique that enables resource sharing
control on accelerator is proposed.

The following list briefly summarizes the main contributions of this thesis:

- The first contribution of this thesis develops an approach that reduces host-device communication overhead for OpenCL applications. It does this without modification or recompilation of the application source code and is portable across platforms. It achieves this by tracing and analyzing calls to the runtime made by the application and then selecting the best platform specific memory allocation and communication policy. It delivers speedups for a large number of applications. A detailed description is given in chapter 4.

- The second contribution is the design and implementation of a secure, user-space virtualization layer that integrates the accelerator resources of a system with the standard multi-tasking and user-space virtualization facilities of the commodity Linux OS. It targets heterogeneous commodity systems found in data center nodes and requires no modification to the OS, OpenCL or application. It eliminates high setup overhead, enables fine-grained sharing of mixed-vendor accelerator resources and provides resource and platform aware scheduling. It delivers application speedups and system throughput speedups. This work is presented in chapter 5.

- The last major contribution is a technique and a runtime and Just In Time compiler infrastructure that enable resource sharing control on accelerators, while also enabling software managed scheduling on accelerators. The infrastructure remains transparent to existing systems and applications and requires no modifications or recompilation. It delivers fairness improvements, system throughput speedups and application speedups. Chapter 6 presents this contribution in more detail.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2: This chapter presents the technical background that is required for the understanding of this thesis. It first introduces the concept of heterogeneous systems and discusses accelerator programmability. It then describes key concepts on runtime environments and compiler infrastructures. It concludes by presenting the evaluation methodology used in this thesis.
1.3. Thesis Outline

Chapter 3: This chapter discusses prior work. It first presents research in the areas of resource sharing and virtualization. It then introduces workload scheduling and communication optimization techniques. It concludes by reviewing memory management and performance evaluation techniques.

Chapter 4: This chapter presents an approach that reduces host-device communication overhead for OpenCL applications. It does this without modification or recompilation of the application source code and is portable across platforms. This approach outperforms competitive approaches. This chapter is based on the work published in paper [69].

Chapter 5: This chapter introduces a secure, user-space virtualization layer that integrates the accelerator resources of a system with the standard multi-tasking and user-space virtualization facilities of commodity Linux OS. The infrastructure remains transparent to existing systems and applications and requires no modifications or recompilation. The approach is evaluated on a large set of benchmarks and compared with alternative schemes. This chapter is based on the work published in paper [71].

Chapter 6: The chapter presents a technique and an infrastructure that enable resource sharing control on accelerators. The infrastructure remains transparent to existing systems and applications and requires no modifications or recompilation. The approach is evaluated on a large set of benchmarks and compared with alternative schemes. This chapter is based on the work that is under submission in paper [70].

Chapter 7: This chapter concludes this thesis with a summary of the main contributions. It provides a critical analysis of some of the technical aspects and discusses ideas for potential future work.
Chapter 2

Technical Background

This section provides a high level overview of the technical background that is required for the understanding of this thesis and its contributions. Key concepts such as heterogeneity, runtime environments and compiler infrastructure are discussed here. Section 2.1 introduces the concept of heterogeneous computing and presents the main processor types used in heterogeneous systems. Section 2.2 presents the programming model and frameworks required for computing on accelerators. Runtime environments, their role and core functionality are described in section 2.3. Compiler technologies and the LLVM compiler infrastructure are discussed in section 2.4. Finally, common evaluation methodologies used to evaluate the contributions of this thesis are given in section 2.5. The chapter concludes with a summary in section 2.6.

2.1 Heterogeneous Systems

This section presents the key features of heterogeneous systems. It first introduces the heterogeneity concept by providing an abstract architecture and then describes popular processor families found in heterogeneous system configurations.

2.1.1 Concept

Heterogeneity refers to computer architectures where a system consists of more than one processor types. This type of systems typically combine diverse processor types that serve different performance needs. Efficient workload scheduling across the available processors can deliver high computational performance with reduced power requirements. Figure 2.1 shows an abstract representation of a heterogeneous system
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Figure 2.1: High level abstraction of a Heterogeneous System. It consists of two parts, the host and device. The host contains multi-core CPUs and the main system memory, while the device contains accelerator processors and their local memory sub-systems. An interconnect supports data communication in both directions.

that consists of two processor types. The first processor is a multi-core CPU which along with the main system memory are known as the host. The second processor is a computational accelerator, such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), which has a separate memory subsystem. The accelerator and its local memory are known as the device. The host and device are connected via an interconnect and data communication can take place in both directions. The operation of copying data from host memory to the device memory is named Host to Device Communication (H2D Communication), while data copying to the opposite direction is named Device to Host Communication (D2H Communication).

In modern systems, the host processor is frequently of x86 or ARM architecture. While the accelerator processor on the device may be a GPU, a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), a Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or Intel Xeon Phi [88]. However, heterogeneous computing evolves rapidly and new vendors and products may provide divergent solutions.

There are heterogeneous system designs where different types of processing cores share the same chip and a single physical memory sub-system. This approach is followed by Intel processors with integrated graphics and the AMD Accelerated Processing Units (APU). In addition, single-ISA heterogeneous chips, such as the ARM big.LITTLE architecture, fall into this category. This type of chips is equipped with multiple types of cores that share the same instruction set but have different computing and power capabilities.

This abstract heterogeneous system definition can be generalized to system con-
figurations where the number and type of accelerators may vary. The next sections present the key features of CPU and GPU architectures which are components of the heterogeneous systems considered in this thesis.

2.1.2 Central Processing Units

The Central Processing Unit (CPU) is the de-facto processor type used in every modern computing system. It is a general purpose processor that performs all the computations required by any level of software including the Operating System and user applications. Over the years CPU architectures have evolved from sequential designs to multi-core, parallel processors where a single chip die has multiple identical cores that perform computations in parallel.

CPUs may incorporate additional levels of parallelism such as superscalar designs and instruction pipelining which permit multiple instructions to execute concurrently. They may also support Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) operations which enable the parallel processing of multiple data elements per single instruction. SIMD is typically supported via architecture extensions such as Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) version 4 and Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) version 2 for x86 and Advanced SIMD extension (NEON) for ARM architectures.

A modern processor typically is equipped with at least three levels of memory caches in order to mitigate the large main memory access times. Every level has been designed with a trade-off between speed and capacity. Cache levels closer to the CPU components tend to be faster but smaller in capacity while levels closer to memory have slower access times but larger capacity. Depending on the CPU design and the type of memory coherency, a cache level may be shared or not among the chip cores and the cache coherence protocol is responsible for enforcing a consistent memory view across the cores.

2.1.3 Graphics Processing Units

A Graphics Processor Unit (GPU) is a processor type that originally was targeted of graphics computation and acceleration. The first generations of GPUs were processors with fixed-function hardware units that performed predefined graphics computations. However, over the last 15 years GPUs have evolved to powerful data parallel architectures that can perform both graphics and general purpose computations. They contain a large number of programmable cores that are capable of performing complex graph-
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Figure 2.2: Abstract comparison of CPU and GPU architectures. CPU designs contain a small number of powerful cores while GPU designs contain thousands of basic cores. CPUs efficiently handle irregular program control flows and memory accesses while GPUs specialize in data parallel workloads.

GPUs have a massive number of cores which are grouped in Multiprocessors. The cores of a multiprocessor share a single Program Counter and they work in lockstep; they perform computations in a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) manner. Every core executes the same instruction at a time but on different data. This design is extremely effective for computation operations but introduces significant overhead for divergent control flows. Each time a branch instruction sets different execution paths across the cores, the execution of the different paths is per-
Memory Access Coalescing on GPU architectures. In order to achieve peak performance, the cores of a multiprocessor are required to access consecutive addresses in memory. Figure taken from [81].

formed sequentially. Furthermore, the cores of a multiprocessor share a single large Register file and a software managed scratchpad memory which is typically named local memory and is accessible by the programming models. A GPU contains multiple multiprocessors and each of which may execute different parts of a program or even different programs. This way Single Program Multiple Data and Multiple Program Multiple Data models are supported by GPUs.

Memory Hierarchy: GPUs originally did not have any memory cache. Latest generations come with two levels of cache. The first level, L1, is typically shared among the cores of a multiprocessor, while the second level, L2, is shared among all the cores of the GPU. L1 cache and local memory share the same silicon area and their capacity is adjustable. A GPU has access to a global memory that is based on DRAM technology. The global memory may be a dedicated memory subsystem or the main system memory in case of integrated GPUs. GPU memory access interfaces are wider than standard CPU interfaces and are meant to serve multiple cores per memory read or write request. These wide interfaces provide higher memory access throughput but
Figure 2.4: Abstraction of a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) System. CPU chips and physical memory are distributed in multiple nodes (or sockets). System nodes are connected via an interconnect.

introduce a significant constraint. In order to achieve peak performance, the cores of a multiprocessor are required to access consecutive addresses in memory as it is shown in figure 2.3. This type of memory accesses is called memory coalescing. Depending on the architecture capabilities different memory access patterns are supported for memory coalescing.

2.1.4 Non-Uniform Memory Access Systems

Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) Systems are a family of shared memory architectures where CPU chips and physical memory are distributed in multiple nodes (or sockets). As can be seen in figure 2.4, every node typically consists of a local CPU socket and local memory slots, while the nodes are connected and communicate via an interconnect. The key feature of this design is that intra-node memory accesses are faster than inter-node accesses. Accessing local memory only involves communication between a local CPU core and the local memory subsystem while, while inter-node communication requires additional communication over the interconnect. The abstract heterogeneous system presented here also presumes that every node has a local PCI Express interface and that an accelerator is connected on it. Whilst, this type of systems supports highly scalable shared memory systems it also introduces challenges in memory management and thread scheduling.

Thread Mapping and Data Placement: Due to the distributed design of NUMA systems, thread scheduling and memory management should be aware of system topol-
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Figure 2.5: Efficient Thread Mapping and Data Placement on NUMA systems. An application using CPU cores and memory from a single node suffers minimal inter-node communication.

Heterogeneity Challenges: Heterogeneous computing on NUMA systems introduces additional complexity. Performing computations on accelerators involves data transfers between the system and accelerator memories and requires extensive synchronization. Accelerator location should be considered in resource allocation decisions. An accelerator that is locally connected to the node where the host part of the application runs will deliver better performance than an accelerator connected to a remote node. Once, again, the threads of a process should be mapped to a single node and allocate memory from the same node and use the accelerator that is locally connected to the node, as it is shown in figure 2.6. However, an accelerator may not be available or be reserved by other processes and a system should follow a best-effort approach.

2.1.5 Thesis Directions

This thesis explores software multi-tasking on heterogeneous systems. It delivers state of the art solutions for multi-tasking via accelerator resource virtualization and re-
source sharing control on accelerators. Furthermore, it delivers significant performance improvements via a novel communication optimization and improved system resource management.

All the presented contributions are software solutions and do not require any modification of the application code, Operating System or runtime environments. This thesis work integrates seamlessly with the existing software stacks and does not require any hardware changes.

Key choice of this work is the development of portable designs which are applicable to a broad range of heterogeneous systems and accelerators types which have varying hardware capabilities. This thesis presents solutions involving the development of new runtime environments and compiler technologies that rely on open programming standards, such as OpenCL, for accessing and leveraging multi-vendor accelerator resources. The proposed designs, however, take advantage of the diverse underlying accelerator hardware and specialize their resource management and sharing practices.

### 2.2 Accelerator Programmability

This section provides a high level description of the programming models used for heterogeneous computing. It first introduces the workload offloading concept, the key operation for computing on accelerators. It then provides a detailed description of the OpenCL programming model which is an open standard that supports a large range of processor types including GPUs and CPU multi-cores. In conclusion, a short descrip-
tion of CUDA programming model, which targets NVIDIA GPUs, is given.

2.2.1 Concept

Workload offloading, shown in figure 2.7, is the key operation in heterogeneous computing which takes place every time an application performs tasks on accelerators. It is the procedure of assigning a task for computation to the device of a heterogeneous system. It involves three steps. It first copies the input data from host to the device memory, then dispatches the kernel for computation and the accelerator performs the computation. Finally, it copies the output data from device to the host memory. Data copies may not be necessary for heterogeneous systems that support shared memory. However, it may be still desirable for performance purposes.

Figure 2.7: Workload Offloading for Computation on Accelerators. It first copies input data from host to the device memory, then dispatches a kernel for computation to the accelerator. The accelerator performs the computation and the output data is copied back to the host.

Runtime support is required for managing accelerator resources, controlling data communication and workload scheduling. Compiler infrastructure with Just In Time (JIT) capabilities is also required for handling multi-target compilations and performing dynamic code specialization. OpenCL and CUDA are two frameworks for hetero-
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2.2.2 OpenCL

OpenCL is an open standard that enables heterogeneous computing for a large range of processors including CPU multi-cores, GPUs, FPGAs and DSPs. OpenCL organizes a program code in two parts, the *host code* and *device code* which respectively run on the host and device of a heterogeneous system.

The OpenCL standard defines a host library and OpenCL C language. The library, which is linked against the host code, handles accelerator management, data communication, workload scheduling and drives a Just In Time (JIT) compiler which compiles device code for the accelerator architectures. OpenCL C is a variant of C language that supports the development of device code. The device code is organized in special functions, named *kernels*.

An OpenCL application that is fully compliant with the OpenCL standard can be executed on diverse heterogeneous systems with various accelerator types, given that
the platform vendors provide OpenCL support. This application portability is shown in figure 2.8. OpenCL applications use the OpenCL library interface to interact with the OpenCL infrastructure while they provide device code in OpenCL C. Each vendor implements the OpenCL standard by providing individual versions of OpenCL library implementations and required drivers. An application can use different accelerators by accessing different OpenCL library implementations.

**Device Abstraction:** The OpenCL standard supports a wide range of processors and introduces a high level *device abstraction*, shown in figure 2.9. This abstraction supports data parallel architectures, such as GPUs and commodity multi-core CPUs. The resources of a device are organized in groups, named *Compute Units*. A Compute Unit typically consists of multiple hardware cores/threads, named *Processing Elements*. Every Processing Element maintains its own private memory while it also shares a local memory with the Processing Elements of the Compute Unit it belongs. Process Elements have access to a *Global Device Memory* which typically has a large capacity via a *Global Data Cache*. A device may also have a faster read-only global memory, named *Constant Memory* while a special cache, named *Constant Data Cache* improves access times to it. The OpenCL memory model is relaxed and hardware support for memory coherence is not considered. The memory state visible to one Process Element is not guaranteed to be the same across elements. A consistent view of local memory can be enforced at Compute Unit level via *barrier* operations. Furthermore, atomic memory access operations guarantee serialized access to memory locations both in local and global memories.

**Platform Abstraction:** OpenCL considers multiple accelerator types that may co-exist on a platform at the same type. It provides a platform abstraction, shown in figure 2.12 where there is a single host and multiple devices are available. The OpenCL library interfaces permit an application to query the available devices and their capabilities and then reserve the desired devices. An application can leverage multiple devices at the same time, even devices coming from different vendors.

**OpenCL Kernels:** OpenCL C is a subset of C99 language with extensions to support multiple address spaces, vector data types and textures. Device code is written in OpenCL C which comprises special functions named *OpenCL kernels*. A kernel example is given in figure 2.11. This kernel performs vector addition, it reads elements from \( A \) and \( B \) and writes the results on \( C \). This kernel is executed in parallel across the Processing Elements of the device and special intrinsic functions, such as *get_global_id*, are required to index the appropriate data.
Figure 2.9: OpenCL Device Abstraction. The OpenCL environment provides an abstract representation of accelerator resources. This abstraction supports data parallel architectures, such as GPUs and commodity multi-core CPUs. Figure taken from[58].

**Kernel Execution Space:** A kernel execution launches multiple instances of the kernel code. These instances are organized within a multi-dimensional index-space, named \( \text{NDRange} \), as shown in figure 2.12. Each instance of the kernel execution is named *work item*. Furthermore, work items are organized in groups, named *work groups*, where a work item is member of a single work group. The sizes of the execution space and work groups are specified during application runtime. Each work item is globally characterized by a unique tuple, named *global id* and a second tuple, named *local id*, which uniquely characterizes it within its work group. Work groups are characterized by a unique tuple, named *group id*. During a kernel execution, the device scheduler first maps work groups to Compute Units and then work items to Processing Elements.
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Figure 2.10: OpenCL Platform Abstraction. Figure taken from[58].

```c
kernel void vectoradd(global float *A, global float *B,
global float *C)
{
    int i = get_global_id(0);
    C[i] = A[i] + B[i];
}
```

Figure 2.11: Example of an OpenCL kernel that performs vector addition.

The following terms describe a kernel execution space in OpenCL [58]:

- NDRange space size: (Gx,Gy)
- Size of each work-group: (Sx,Sy)
- Number of work-groups: (Wx,Wy)
- Work-item global indexes: (gx,gy)
- Work-group global indexes: (wx,wy)
- Work-item local indexes, inside the work-group: (lx,ly)

The above terms are correlated and the following formulas define their relationship:

- \((gx,gy) = (wx*Sx + lx, wy*Sy + ly)\)
- \((Wx,Wy) = (Gx/Sx,Gy/Sy)\)
- \((wx,wy) = ((gx*Sy)/(Sx),(gy*Sx)/Sy)\)
Figure 2.12: OpenCL Kernel Execution Space (NDRange). A kernel execution launches multiple instances of the kernel code. These instances are organized within a multi-dimensional index-space, named NDRange. Figure taken from[58].

**Just In Time Compilation:** OpenCL applications provide device code in OpenCL C or binary representations and the OpenCL runtime is responsible for driving a Just-In-Time compiler that compiles the device code for the target accelerator architectures. This is done in two steps as shown in figure 2.13. The application first provides the device code to the OpenCL runtime via a call to `clCreateProgramWithSource` or `clCreateProgramwithBinary` which generates a new clProgram object. The second step requires a call to `clBuildProgram` with the newly created clProgram. This call generates native code for the accelerator architecture. The OpenCL standard also defines low level interfaces that provide additional control over the compilation procedure.

### 2.2.3 CUDA Comparison

The CUDA framework is a proprietary software stack developed by NVIDIA that exclusively enables heterogeneous computing on NVIDIA GPUs. However, it was developed and released before the OpenCL framework and has been the pioneer in many aspects of heterogeneous computing, specially in the area of GPUs. OpenCL and CUDA share many concepts and have similar programming models. In this thesis,
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Figure 2.13: OpenCL Just In Time (JIT) Compilation. The OpenCL runtime performs a JIT compilation of the OpenCL kernels targeting the available accelerators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OpenCL</th>
<th>CUDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDRange</td>
<td>grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work-item</td>
<td>thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work-group</td>
<td>thread block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global memory</td>
<td>global or device memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant memory</td>
<td>constant memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local memory</td>
<td>shared memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>private memory</td>
<td>registers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: List of OpenCL terms and their equivalents in CUDA.

the OpenCL terminology has been adopted as it is broadly used and remains abstract and vendor independent. To understand how OpenCL and CUDA relate to each other, table 2.1 provides a list of key OpenCL terms and their equivalents in CUDA.

2.2.4 Thesis Directions

The work of this thesis relies on the Khronos OpenCL 1.x versions for accessing and utilizing accelerators. This enables immediate deployment for diverse accelerator types of different vendors. Furthermore, the presented compiler work also relies on the Standard Portable Intermediate Representation (SPIR) 1.x [59]. SPIR permits the use of vendor compiler backends as part of custom compilation infrastructures.

Recently released versions of OpenCL, such as OpenCL version 2.0 and 2.1, introduce new features such as shared virtual memory and dynamic parallelism. However, at the time of writing this thesis, no stable implementation of these specifications
has been made available by hardware vendors. Furthermore, Khronos Vulcan, a new programming standard that unifies graphics processing and generic computation on accelerators, has been introduced. Again, at the time of writing this thesis no final specification or implementation is available.

The work and techniques presented in this thesis follow a generic approach which is directly applicable to future versions of OpenCL or other programming standards such as Khronos Vulcan. The virtualization, resource management and scheduling approaches can be extended to support new programming interfaces and leverage new hardware functionality.

2.3 Runtime Environments

This section provides a brief description of runtime environments. It first introduces the concept of runtime environment and then presents key design approaches.

2.3.1 Concept

A runtime environment is a software stack component that provides low level, system functionality to user applications or other runtime environments. The type of functionality delivered by a runtime environment is typically beneficial for a large number of applications. Typical examples of runtime environments are the C and C++ runtime libraries, networking libraries and the OpenCL library.

Figure 2.14 provides a high level visualization of a software stack where a user application relies on the functionality of a set of runtime environments for performing its tasks. In this example, we consider applications found in heterogeneous HPC
centers which leverage accelerators via OpenCL and rely on MPI [76] for inter-node communication and workload partitioning. The example application relies on the C language runtime provided by C library, the OpenCL runtime provided by OpenCL library and the MPI runtime, provided by MPI library. The C language runtime does not have any dependency on third runtimes and performs system calls to communicate with the kernel. Both OpenCL and MPI runtimes in turn rely on the C language and POSIX runtimes.

2.3.2 Design Aspects

This section discusses key aspects for the design and implementation of runtime environments. It first presents different runtime categories, then discusses system dependencies and finally compares the benefits of user-space development against kernel-space designs.

**Runtime Environment Categories:** Runtime environments are typically developed as system libraries where applications need to be statically or dynamically linked against them. An application then accesses the environment functionality by performing function calls to the library. However, other designs are available too. A runtime environment may be a system process or a kernel space task which is driven by system signals and interrupts or requests arriving from network sockets or Inter-Process shared memory. Language Virtual Machines is another popular category where the application binary targets an abstract architecture and the virtual machine is responsible for performing the application execution. Virtual machine operations require a complex runtime environment that manages memory allocations, task scheduling and code generation.

**System Dependencies:** The development of runtime environments typically requires access to system resource management. This is either done by relying on other runtime environments or, when required, by performing system calls directly to the kernel of the Operating System.

**User-Space vs Kernel-Space:** An important trade-off for designing new runtime environments is whether they should be developed in user-space or be part of the kernel components. Placing a runtime environment in user-space provides great flexibility and low overhead access to the runtime operations, while it comes with limited control and access to low system resource management which is performed by the Operating System kernel. Developing the new functionality in kernel-space provides full access
Figure 2.15: Overview of a Compilation Procedure. A modern compiler consists of three components, the front-end, middle-end and back-end.

to resource management but it introduces significant overheads for accessing its operations. In practice, user-space, kernel-space and hybrid approaches are in use. A typical case of hybrid designs is the OpenCL support on GPUs where parts of the runtime environments are developed in user-space while others are designed as part of kernel drivers.

2.4 Compiler Infrastructure

This section provides a brief description of compiler operations and then presents an overview of the LLVM compiler infrastructure which has been used in work presented in this thesis.

2.4.1 Concept

A compiler is a software program which is responsible for converting a software written in a source language such as C or C++ into target code which typically is an architecture computer language, known as assembly. It typically translates the source program into lower intermediate representations which are optimized before the target code generation. A modern compiler is organized in three components which are described in the next paragraphs.

**Front-end**: This compiler component is responsible for reading and analyzing the source code provided by the developer. It then generates an intermediate representation of the program that is semantically equivalent to the original source code. It operations involve a set of analyses phases. First, the *Lexical Analysis* organizes the program in valid tokens which are single atomic units of the language. Valid tokens are productions of regular expressions. *Syntax Analysis* uses the collected tokens and a *formal grammar* that defines the language in order to extract the syntactic structure of the program which is represented as *parse trees*. Then, *Semantic Analysis* takes place where the compiler checks the semantic correctness of the syntax trees and constructs *symbol
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A preprocessing phase is also available for languages with preprocessing capabilities such as C and C++. Finally, if a source program has successfully passed all the described phases the front-end generates the intermediate representation.

**Middle-end:** This component reads the intermediate representation generated by the front-end and performs platform independent optimizations where it transforms the original intermediate representation to versions that are semantically equivalent but they have been altered to improve system performance. The optimizations are typically organized in independent passes which also require independent code analysis passes. Depending the compiler configurations the passes are organized in a pipeline and they are sequentially applied to the input intermediate representation. Common optimizations are Common Subexpression Elimination, Global Value Numbering, Dead Code Elimination, Constant Propagation, Loop Optimizations, Auto-Vectorization and Auto-Parallelization. The correctness of the code transformations is typically checked with rigorous testing. However there are alternative approaches where formal methods define the operation of transformations. Some compiler designs require the middle-end component to generate a different intermediate representation which is later used as input to the compiler Back-end.

**Back-end:** This component reads the intermediate code generated by the middle-end and transforms it to assembly language which is suitable for execution on the target architecture. Two major operations are performed by the compiler back-end, the *Register Allocation* and *Instruction Scheduling*. Modern intermediate representations assume an infinite number of registers and the back-end with its register allocation algorithm is responsible for mapping the registers of the intermediate representation to the actual registers of the processor. This procedure typically introduces the use of *program stack* due to the limited number of physical registers of the processor. *Instruction Scheduling* is responsible for ordering the program instructions in a manner that maximizes processor performance while it does not violate their dependencies. Modern back-ends perform additional target specific optimizations.

2.4.2 LLVM Compiler Infrastructure

LLVM[63] is an open-source compiler infrastructure which provides a framework for aggressive code optimizations under reduced compilation times. LLVM follows a modular design where its components are provided as libraries which can be combined in different ways and serve varying application areas and performance goals. It
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LLVM Design: LLVM follows a modular design where each compiler functionality is organized as a library which can be loaded as part of a compiler driver or directly used by an application. Furthermore, LLVM follows the three component compiler design we described in the previous section. The standard compiler front-end which supports C, C++ and their variations is named clang and is provided both as an end-user compiler driver and as a library for integration with external applications and compiler tools. The LLVM core libraries provide the functionality of the middle-end and an end-user utility, named opt, provides access to its functionality. Finally, LLVM has a set of libraries that support the back-end operations which perform code generation. The end-user utility that provides direct access to the back-end functionality is named llc.

LLVM Intermediate Representation: LLVM introduces a low level intermediate representation, named LLVM IR, that relies on Static Single Assignment (SSA)[90][24], where a variable declaration is assigned a value a single time. Programs in LLVM IR are organized into Modules. A module corresponds to a single translation unit of a program that has been processed by the front-end. Each module contains Functions and global variables and each function is made of Basic Blocks. A basic block is a set of IR Instructions. LLVM IR is an abstract assembly language that is independent of the source language and target architecture. It is portable across processor architectures and execution environments. Furthermore, it is extensible either via LLVM metadata or intrinsics.

Pass Manager: LLVM organizes optimizations and the required code analyses in compiler passes. LLVM supports multiple type of passes that may operate at module, function, basic block or loop level and provides mechanisms for expressing dependencies between the available passes. A Pass Manager is the mechanism that handles the scheduling of both analysis and optimization passes. It minimizes compilation times while respecting inter-pass dependencies.

OpenCL Transformations: Contributions of this thesis require the analysis and transformation of OpenCL kernel codes which are either provided in OpenCL C or Standard Portable Intermediate Representation (SPIR)[59]. The LLVM C/C++ front-end, clang, supports LLVM IR generation from OpenCL C files. SPIR is a subset of
LLVM IR and the existing LLVM infrastructure can correctly analyze and transform it. LLVM represents OpenCL concepts such as multiple address spaces, intrinsic function calls and kernel attributes via metadata and intrinsics. LLVM infrastructure supports code generation for both NVIDIA and AMD GPUs with experimental compiler back-ends and also provides a back-end for SPIR code generation.

### 2.5 Evaluation Methodology

The contributions of this thesis provide new functionality for heterogeneous computing and their performance evaluation is crucially important. This section presents the metrics and benchmarks used for the evaluation of the contributions.

#### 2.5.1 Metrics

This section presents the performance evaluation metrics.

**Relative Performance:** The contributions of this thesis propose new software stack components that enable new functionality and improve performance. The performance improvements for individual tasks are quantified by the *speedup metric* which is defined as:

\[
\text{speedup} = \frac{t_{\text{baseline}}}{t_{\text{new}}}
\]

Where the \(t_{\text{baseline}}\) is the execution time of the experiment running with the configuration considered as the *baseline*, while \(t_{\text{new}}\) is the execution time delivered by the contribution presented in this thesis. For system level evaluation, where the performance of a set of tasks is evaluated, the *throughput speedup* metric is used, which is defined as

\[
\text{throughput speedup} = \frac{T_{\text{baseline}}}{T_{\text{new}}}
\]

Where \(T_{\text{baseline}}\) is the total execution time for the experiment tasks running with the configuration considered as the baseline, while \(T_{\text{new}}\) is the total execution time delivered by the contribution of this thesis. Summary results are provided as the geometric mean of the speedups of the individual experiments.

**Execution Time Breakdowns:** Some evaluation scenarios presented in the next chapters require execution time breakdowns where the execution times of individual program phases are provided in addition to the total execution times. In those cases the
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The following condition is always valid:

\[ \sum_{i=0}^{N} t_{\text{phase}_i} = t_{\text{Total}} \]

Where \( t_{\text{phase}_i} \) is the execution time for a particular phase of a program while \( t_{\text{Total}} \) is the total execution time of the program.

**System Fairness:** Chapter 6 evaluates system fairness. However because this type of evaluation is not performed in the rest of the thesis the required metrics are provided in the experimental setup of the chapter.

### 2.5.2 Benchmarks

The experiments performed in this thesis consider the Parboil[101] and Rodinia[18] benchmark suites. The exact configurations, benchmark selections and evaluation purposes are described in the experimental setup sections of the following chapters. A list of the available benchmarks is given in table 2.2.

### 2.6 Summary

This section presented the technical background required for the understanding of this thesis and its contributions. It first introduced the concept of heterogeneous computing and presented mainstream processor types used in heterogeneous systems. It then presented the programming model and frameworks required for computing on accelerators. Runtime environments, compiler technologies and the LLVM compiler infrastructure were briefly discussed. Finally, common evaluation methodologies used to evaluate the contributions of this thesis were given.

Before presenting the contributions of this thesis, starting in chapter 4, the following chapter discusses prior work relevant to this thesis.
### Table 2.2: List of OpenCL benchmarks available in Parboil and Rodinia suites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Name</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>backprop</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cfd</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutcp</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaussian</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heardwall</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>histo</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hotspot</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavaMD</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leukocyte</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lud</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mri-gridding</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mri-q</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nn</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nw</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>particlefilter</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pathfinder</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sad</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sgemm</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spmv</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>srad</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stencil</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>rodinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpacf</td>
<td>parboil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Related Work

This chapter discusses prior work related to the areas covered in this thesis. A brief review of publications is provided for each area.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 deals with resource sharing techniques and practices for multi-tasking systems where multiple users and applications compete for resource usage. Next, section 3.2 discusses virtualization technologies for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Prior work on workload scheduling on heterogeneous systems is discussed in section 3.3. Memory management and data sharing is discussed in section 3.4. This section specially discusses memory allocators, resource management for Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architectures and communication optimization techniques for heterogeneous systems. Prior work on performance evaluation and modeling on accelerators is presented in section 3.5. The chapter concludes with a brief summary of the discussed work in section 3.6.

3.1 System Resource Sharing

This section reviews prior work for resource sharing on multi-tasking systems where multiple users and applications compete for access to system resources. Section 3.1.1 presents related publications for homogeneous systems while section 3.1.2 discusses resource sharing on modern heterogeneous systems. Finally, section 3.1.3 reviews prior work related to accelerator sharing across multiple computing nodes that are connected via a network, as part of a cluster or cloud configuration.
3.1.1 Homogeneous Systems

This section presents resource sharing techniques for standard homogeneous systems where a single processor architecture is available. Prior work investigates software and architecture solutions that enable efficient system sharing and high performance.

SOS[98] is a job scheduler which combines an overhead-free sample phase that collects information about the possible schedules on the system and a symbiosis phase which uses the collected information to predict the schedule that will deliver the highest processor utilization and system performance. This scheme enables efficient scheduling for systems equipped with simultaneous multi-threading processors where multiple jobs compete for resource usage. The paper of Cazorla [17] investigates system sharing for multi-threading processors too. They investigate the unpredictable performance delivered for real time applications and they present a resource management scheme that eliminates performance unpredictability in SMTs.

The paper of Eyerman [34] proposes a probabilistic job symbiosis modeling. It predicts which sets of jobs will lead to positive or negative symbiosis when co-scheduled without requiring prior co-schedule evaluation. It does not require sampling phase or heuristics while it preserves system-level priorities. It also readjusts the job co-schedule continuously and introduces low overhead.

Time-sharing on shared memory multi-processors is investigated in the paper of Tucker [104] where the authors present a scheme where they maximize application performance while they enable fair resource sharing. The dynamic nature of multi-tasking systems is considered where the system load is continuously varying and a scheduling scheme is proposed which controls the number of active processes.

A technique for mitigating contention for shared resources via thread scheduling is provided by Zhuravlev [114]. A comprehensive analysis of contention mitigating techniques that rely on software scheduling and a thread classification scheme are presented. The proposed solution reduces contention for the cache hierarchy, memory controller, memory bus and hardware pre-fetching and also enforces quality of service.

The paper of Gabor [36] enables fairness and throughput improvements on systems with switch on event multi-threading. This type of multi-threading reduces the power requirements by switching threads on execution stalls. However, the original scheme does not consider fairness, a problem that is solved by this paper. This work also defines a fairness metric by using the ratio of individual thread speedups.
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The paper of Ghodsi [41] investigates fairness in computer networking where multiple resources need to be shared in parallel and proposes a new algorithm, named \textit{Dominant Resource Fair Queuing (DRFQ)}. This algorithm retains the attractive properties that fair sharing provides for one resource. It generalizes the concept of virtual time in classical fair queuing to multi-resource settings. The algorithm is generally applicable in contexts where several resource types need to be multiplexed.

The technical report of Jain [49] investigates fairness for resource sharing in various areas of computer science. It then proposes a quantitative fairness metric named \textit{Fairness Index} that is applicable to any resource sharing or allocation problem.

FST[32], \textit{Fairness via Source Throttling}, is a mechanism that enforces fairness in the entire memory sub-system of modern computer architectures. Its design eliminates the need for developing fairness mechanisms for each individual resource of the memory sub-system. This work provides metrics for quantifying unfairness at system level. It enforces thread priorities, supports different fairness objectives and fairness-performance trade-offs.

This section presented software and hardware solutions for resource sharing on standard homogeneous architectures. The discussed publications provide significant functionality and performance improvements for single architecture systems but they do not manage the sharing of accelerator resources found in heterogeneous systems.

3.1.2 Heterogeneous Systems

This section presents resource sharing techniques for heterogeneous systems. Here, a system typically comprises multiple processor types. Resource sharing on heterogeneous systems faces the challenges found in commodity systems and additional complexity introduced by diverse processor architectures.

Elastic Kernels[85] proposes a technique that improves graphic processor utilization and leads to increased system throughput. This work exploits concurrent kernel executions using multi-program workloads to achieve higher performance. The technique involves code transformations that enable resource allocation control.

Spatial multi-tasking on graphic processors has been proposed in paper Adriaens [1]. This work analyzes pre-existing, multi-tasking techniques such as cooperative and preemptive multi-tasking which partition GPU time among different applications and indicates weakness of these approaches. It then introduces spatial multi-tasking where GPU resources are partitioned among multiple applications simultaneously. The work
concludes by demonstrating the benefits of using spatial multi-tasking instead of, or in combination with, preemptive or cooperative multitasking.

The paper of Guevara [43] proposes the static merge of workload codes that are dispatched to GPUs for computation. This technique improves the utilization of GPU resources and delivers throughput speedups both for workload kernels that underutilize the processor resources and kernels that have a memory-bound behavior.

The multikernel [9] proposes a new Operating System architecture for multi-core heterogeneous systems. The proposed architecture aims to efficiently manage systems consisting of large number of processor cores of different architectures, memory hierarchies, interconnects, instruction sets and Input/Output configurations. This work adopts a distributed design where individual cores operate independently and exchange messages for system level coordination. Finally, it explores key Operating System operations, such as memory management, that typically require central management and demonstrates how they can be implemented on the proposed distributed scheme.

TimeGraph [56] is a real-time scheduler, developed at driver level, that enables GPU multi-tasking for real-time graphics applications. It guarantees minimum performance interference for graphic workloads by adopting a new event driven model that prioritizes computation requests made by user-space applications. It deploys a resource reservation mechanism and a predictive execution cost model in order to enforce fair GPU sharing and quality of service. TimeGraph maintains the frame-rates of primary GPU tasks at the desired level even in the face of extreme GPU workloads, whereas these tasks become nearly unresponsive without TimeGraph support.

Fair accelerator scheduling is also explored by Menychtas [75]. This work indicates the problematic management of modern accelerators performed by commodity Operating Systems and proposes explicit accelerator scheduling and resource management. It proposes a disengaged scheduling strategy in which the kernel intercedes between applications and the accelerator, monitors accelerator usage by different applications and enforces fairness by prioritizing kernel execution requests among the applications. Multiple scheduling policies are supported.

GPUfs [97] eases GPU programmability and integration by making the existing file system directly accessible from the GPU code. This work provides a POSIX-like API that accesses directly file streams from the Filesystem of the Operating System. It exploits GPU parallelism and enables GPU file access by extending the buffer cache into GPU memory. It enables extensive Input/Output operations from the kernel code and leads to performance improvements.
This section discusses solutions for sharing accelerator resources. The reviewed papers provide software solutions that require the static merge of different applications, hardware modifications or Operating System changes. This thesis considers their findings and directly compares against them when it is appropriate.

3.1.3 Inter-Node Accelerator Resource Sharing

This section reviews prior work related to inter-node sharing of accelerating resources. The reviewed solutions enable accelerator sharing across the nodes of a cluster or cloud infrastructure.

A runtime infrastructure that enables the network abstraction and sharing of GPUs is provided by Becchi [11]. It improves concurrent accelerator usage, while it applies a virtual memory abstraction via a memory manager where each application operates in isolation. This work enables multiple scheduling policies, dynamic binding of applications to GPUs, load balancing and resilience to accelerator failures. The proposed solution can be either integrated with cloud infrastructures and enable the virtualization of accelerator resources or be part of the integrated resource management infrastructure for heterogeneous clusters in High Performance Computing.

VOCL [111], which stands for virtual OpenCL, is a framework that enables transparent access and utilization of local and remote GPU resources. This work relies on the OpenCL programming model and enforces the virtualization of physical GPUs that can be transparently managed. It requires no source code modifications or changes to existing applications. This work concludes by proposing strategies to minimize the communication overhead introduced by VOCL.

Libwater[42] provides a uniform approach for programming distributed heterogeneous computing systems. It extends the OpenCL programming model by introducing an additional but simple programming interface. Libwater also consists of a runtime environment that handles OpenCL operations across multiple nodes instead of standard OpenCL that is limited to a single node. Furthermore, Libwater provides an enhanced event system that enables inter-context and inter-node device synchronization. The event system is used for the construction of Directed Acyclic Graphs of computation dependencies. A series of runtime optimizations are then built on the top of the graph.

rCUDA[30] is a framework that enables remote GPU acceleration in HPC clusters which allows a reduction in the number of accelerators required for the cluster operation. This leads to energy, maintenance, space and cost savings. It extends the CUDA
programming model in order to access and control GPUs on remote nodes while it also natively supports GPUs that are locally attached.

This section reviewed work on network sharing of accelerator resources. The considered publications combine inter-node communication protocols with heterogeneous computing frameworks and enable remote access to accelerators. This type of work tends to consider HPC application scenarios with limited multi-tasking capabilities.

3.2 System Resource Virtualization

This section reviews prior work for system resource virtualization targeting operations isolation, resource sharing control and deployment of secure computing environments. Virtualization solutions are categorized in Hypervisor-based virtualization where the Operating System performs on the top of a virtual environment and Operating-system-level (OS-level) virtualization where a virtual environment takes place for every process. Prior work on Hypervisor-based virtualization is provided in section 3.2.1. Section 3.2.2 discusses work in the area of Operating-system-level virtualization. Finally, section 3.2.3 presents existing solutions for the virtualization of accelerator resources.

3.2.1 Hypervisor based Virtualization

This section presents prior work and solutions for Hypervisor-based virtualization where Operating Systems operate on the top of virtualized hardware resources.

Xen[6] is an x86 virtual machine monitor which allows multiple commodity Operating Systems to share standard hardware in a safe and resource managed manner. Xen provides a virtual machine abstraction and requires every Operating System to have special driver support for efficient virtualization. The Xen design scales up to 100 virtual machines on a server and introduces a small overhead when compared with unvirtualized systems.

Kvm [61] is the default virtualization solution of Linux kernel. It operates as an independent Linux sub-system and leverages the virtualization extensions of modern processors to enable Operating System virtualization with negligible overhead. The Linux kernel treats the virtual machines monitored by Kvm as regular processes. The Kvm operations are fully and seamlessly integrated with the Linux kernel.

A quantitative comparison of Xen and Kvm is given by Deshane [27]. The study focuses on overall performance, performance isolation and scalability of virtual ma-
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The Input/Output and multi-core scaling challenges that virtualization faces in High Performance Computing are discussed by Gavrilovska [37]. This paper analyzes and quantifies these issues and then proposes new methods for device virtualization that improves I/O performance. It also describes techniques for Quality of Service and reliability.

The approach of VMware hypervisor for the virtualization of Input/Output devices is presented by Sugerman [102]. This approach relies on the Operating System of the host platform in order to virtualize the CPU and memory resources. Furthermore, it uses the existing drivers and services of the host system for the Input/Output operations of virtual machines. It does that by providing virtual Input/Output devices and performing a set of optimizations that minimize the CPU utilization for this type of virtualization.

Support for soft real-time requirements in the context of virtualized environments is proposed by Lee [66]. The authors indicate that modern hypervisors have not been designed for soft real-time applications due to the low performance of Input/Output virtualization, increased scheduling latencies and shared-cache contention. They propose a new virtual machine scheduler that manages scheduling latency as a first-class resource and performs cache management. Its revised load balancing mechanism also minimizes delays.

CloudScale [94] is a system that performs fine-grained resource sharing for multi-tenant cloud computing infrastructures and requires minimum resource provisioning. It relies on online, adaptive resource demand prediction and it does not require any prior knowledge of the application workloads. It is implemented on top of Xen.

The mapping of HPC applications to hybrid infrastructures of dedicated and cloud resources is explored by Gupta [44]. The work is logically divided in two parts. First, application characterization takes place by analyzing the application performance on both dedicated clusters and cloud. Then, an algorithm uses the characterization results and provides an efficient mapping.

This section considered state of the art solutions for hypervisor-based virtualization of systems resources. The reviewed publications consider homogeneous systems and emphasize on lightweight virtualization for Operating Systems.
3.2.2 OS-level Virtualization

This section presents virtualization solutions for the isolation of individual system processes. This type of virtualization enforces both secure execution environments and resource allocation control.

The paper of Banga [5] presents and evaluates a new operating system abstraction, named resource container, which separates the process protection mechanisms from the system resource management. The new abstraction enables fine-grained resource management across system processes and enables the development of robust servers. The proposed design exposes a simple and firm control over priority policies.

Virtualization use cases, such as HPC, that require both a high degree of isolation and efficiency are considered by Soltesz [99]. This work presents an alternative to hypervisor virtualization that delivers better results for the considered application areas. The proposed solution provides an Operating System abstraction of resource and security containers. The container mechanisms are applied to general-purpose, time-shared Operating Systems. This work specifically describes the design and implementation of Linux-VServer which leads to higher performance than Hypervisor solutions.

PDS[2] is a virtual execution environment that enables efficient software development and central management. It enables a partial system virtualization and supports the reproduction of virtual environments across different host machines. A framework permits optimizations that require semantic awareness that is not available at the Operating system level.

Denali[108] is an isolation Operating System kernel designed to safely multiplex large numbers of untrusted processes on shared systems. It achieves this by defining a virtualization abstraction at the Operating System level where it enforces security and resource management. This type of resource sharing reduces the cost and effort of managing physical systems.

Tessellation [21] is an Operating System design targeting Quality of Service for diverse workloads including high-throughput parallel, real-time, and interactive applications. Tessellation distributes system resources to groups, named cells. It then performs a two level management of system resources. The first level allocates resources at cell level, while the second manages resources within the cell by serving specific application requirements.

The overhead and performance effects of dynamic resource management of cloud infrastructures are investigated by Wang [107]. This work considers capacity over-
heads and actuation delays that may occur due to frequent re-scheduling. This work quantifies the related overheads and compares the performance delivered by hypervisor solutions against OS-level virtualization approaches.

Shuttle [93] is a communication mechanism that is part of the Operating System and enables the efficient communication of applications that operate in different Virtual Machines. This work considers the inter-application communication needs for enterprise-class servers, HPC clusters and fault tolerant systems. It then proposes a scheme for inter-application interaction that integrates with the existing mechanisms of OS-level virtualization and does not compromise system security or application isolation.

Docker [28] and OpenVZ [84] are production technologies that provide lightweight, OS-level virtualization. They both rely on the mechanism of Linux kernel containers.

The paper of Kim [60] presents a virtualization framework that combines multiple GPUs and treats them as a single compute accelerator. It enables the transparent adaptivity of applications written for a single GPU to multi-GPU systems, where they exploit the computational and memory resources of all the available GPUs. A runtime environment maintains a virtual, unified, device memory that is mapped to the physical memories of the individual GPUs. The OpenCL environment treats this virtual memory as if it were the memory of a single GPU. The framework automatically distributes at run-time OpenCL kernels written for a single GPU to multiple kernels that perform in parallel on different GPUs. It also applies a run-time memory access range analysis to kernels by performing a sampling run and it identifies the optimal kernel distribution.

This section reviewed publications on OS-level virtualization which supports isolation and resource allocation control for individual processes. This type of virtualization, which is extremely lightweight, is highly relevant to the virtualization of heterogeneous resources which is presented in this thesis.

3.2.3 Accelerator Virtualization

This section presents virtualization solutions for accelerator resources.

The techniques and system architecture for the virtualization of GPU resources on VMware products are provided by Dowty [29]. This work provides a full design that takes advantage of hardware acceleration and delivers performance results comparable to native GPU usage. However, the various graphics stack implementations and
applications lead to distinct performance variations.

\( \text{gVirt}[103] \) is a product level GPU virtualization infrastructure that enables full GPU virtualization by running native drivers as part of the guest Operating System. This virtualization approach exploits mediated pass-through which delivers high performance, scalability and secure isolation. \( \text{gVirt} \) permits Virtual Machines to directly access GPU resources without requiring hypervisor intervention.

The work of Yang [112] uses the PCI pass-through technology in order to make GPU accelerators available to Virtual Machines. This infrastructure enables Virtual Machines to directly access GPU resources and perform computations on them via the CUDA programming interface. An evaluation is given where the proposed infrastructure is compared against native GPU usage and open source virtualization solutions.

\( \text{vCUDA}[95] \) is a virtualization solution for GPU computing. It allows applications running on Virtual Machines to directly perform computations on GPUs via the CUDA API. \( \text{vCUDA} \) intercepts and redirects CUDA calls and uses an efficient Remote Process Call scheme. This scheme forwards computation requests to the hypervisor which performs the actual calls to the CUDA driver.

\( \text{Gdev}[57] \) enables resource management for GPUs as part of the Operating System. Its functionality enables efficient GPU sharing and accessibility both for user-space applications and Operating System operations. It provides a virtual memory manager for GPUs that enables data swapping for excessive memory resource demands and efficient data sharing. Furthermore, \( \text{Gdev} \) virtualizes physical GPUs and provides multiple logical instances. This way it enforces process isolation and secure multi-tasking. \( \text{Gdev} \) authors have ported filesystem operations to take advantage of GPU resources and report significant performance improvements.

This section reviewed accelerator virtualization techniques for hypervisor systems. The presented approaches are typically vendor specific and they suit HPC scenarios instead of multi-tasking use cases due to the high overhead they introduce.

### 3.3 Workload Scheduling on Heterogeneous Systems

This section discusses prior work on workload scheduling for heterogeneous systems. Section 3.3.1 reviews publications on software techniques and system stack designs for workload scheduling. Prior work in computer architecture for improved accelerator scheduling is provided in section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Runtime and Compiler Approaches

This section presents software techniques for workload scheduling on heterogeneous systems. The presented work focuses on improving performance, enhancing programmability and accelerator utilization.

SKMD [65] is a runtime infrastructure that transparently manages collaborative execution of single data-parallel kernels across multiple and asymmetric processors of different types, such as CPUs and GPUs. The developer provides a single OpenCL kernel and the required input data, SKMD then partitions the workload across the available processors and performs the computation, it then merges the partial outputs together. SKMD is also equipped with profitability heuristics for workload offloading with respect to data transfer overheads. SKMD improves the kernel execution performance by leveraging all the processor resources in parallel.

Concord [7] is a C++ compiler framework that enables GPU acceleration of a wide range of applications with minimal changes. Concord is accompanied by a low-cost runtime environment that provides Shared Virtual Memory between CPU and GPU cores which enables seamless sharing of pointer-containing data structures. This way software running on CPU and GPU can share complex data structures without code changes or explicit data transfers. Concord’s compiler also performs GPU specific optimizations. This work delivers performance improvements and energy efficiency.

Lime [31] is a Java-compatible language targeting heterogeneous systems. The language type system and annotations allow the compiler to generate and optimize high quality GPU code. The high level language semantics enforce isolation and immutability invariants. These semantics provide the necessary guarantees for advanced compiler optimizations and efficient and transparent management of data transfers.

ADSM[39], Asymmetric Distributed Shared Memory, is a programming model that maintains a logical memory space for CPUs to access objects in the accelerator physical memory. This asymmetric design supports lightweight runtime implementations. The proposed model requires developers to assign data objects to performance critical code. If a critical code is selected for accelerator execution, its associated data objects are allocated in the accelerator memory. However, ADSM makes these allocations visible to the host code via the shared logical memory space. This model simplifies accelerator programmability.

The paper of Udupa [105] provides the design and implementation of a runtime and compiler infrastructure for the execution of StreamIt, a programming language for
streaming applications, on GPUs. A program written in StreamIt consists a graph that represents task, data and pipeline parallelism. This work presents an efficient mapping of this graph to GPU resources and proposes a software pipeline technique for efficient execution that relies on solving an integer linear program (ILP). This work also proposes data layout transformations for improving the performance of GPU executions.

The work of Shou [96] maps OpenMP annotated software to GPUs and provides DSM, a software distributed shared memory system that establishes a logic shared memory space and transparently manages data communication between CPUs and GPUs. This work optimizes DSM operations with a compiler assisted data prefetching scheme.

The paper of Phothilimthana [87] presents an auto-tuning framework for performance portability across various heterogeneous systems equipped with different processor types. The programming systems and memory models differ dramatically making performance portability a significant problem. This work presents a empirical model that takes place at application installation time and delivers an improved mapping of programs to processors and memories. Programs provide descriptions in how their individual algorithms may work and a compiler generates multiple versions of the code that perform different mapping of workloads across the available processors. The empirical model evaluates the available versions at installation time and provides an efficient mapping.

Yang [113] presents an optimizing compiler for general purpose computing on GPUs. It focuses on the effective utilization of GPU memory hierarchy and parallelism management. In addition to standard compiler analyses, it detects memory access patterns and performs automatic vectorization, memory coalescing, tiling and unrolling. It also performs thread block remapping or address-offset insertion for partition-camping elimination.

This section reviews prior work on runtime and compiler techniques for improved programmability and performance optimizations on heterogeneous systems. The reviewed publications provide significant performance improvements but they only consider single application performance and static workload configurations.

3.3.2 Computer Architecture

This section presents prior work in computer architecture for improved accelerator scheduling which delivers performance improvements and better accelerator utiliza-
Fung [35] considers performance degradations caused by diverging control flow executions on GPUs. The authors solve this problem by proposing a stack scheme that allows different SIMD processing elements to execute diverging program paths after branch instructions. The proposed technique dynamically regroups threads into new warps based on their control flow behavior.

Narasiman [79] proposes GPU architecture changes in order to improve resource utilization. Standard GPU architectures group threads into warps and thread blocks. This work extends this scheme by proposing a large warp concept and two-level warp scheduling. This way it reduces stalls due to long latency operations, such as memory accesses and conditional branch instructions.

Chen [20] investigates thread scheduling algorithms for GPUs and indicates that classical round-robin schemes are inefficient in scheduling instructions and memory accesses with disparate latencies. It then proposes a flexible scheduling policy that supports flexible round-robin distance for efficient utilization of multi-thread parallelism. This scheme also allows more overlaps between short-latency compute instructions and long-latency memory accesses.

CCWS [89] is a thread scheduling scheme for GPUs that is cache aware. It is equipped with an intra-wave locality detector for memory accesses. CCWS shapes memory access patterns to avoid thrashing the shared L1 caches. This way it outperforms replacement-based scheduling schemes.

Huo [45] presents a scheduling mechanism to efficiently support recursion in modern GPUs. Code recursion causes diverging control flow for the various threads of a kernel execution and leads to significant performance slowdowns. This work provides a set of scheduling policies that solve this problem.

OWL [53] is a thread block aware scheduling mechanism for GPUs. It delivers improved performance by tolerating long memory latencies. The mechanism supports four schemes in order to minimize the impact of long latencies. The first two schemes, CTA-aware two-level warp scheduling and locality aware warp scheduling reduce cache contention and improve the latency hiding. The third scheme, named bank-level parallelism aware warp scheduling, improves performance by enhancing DRAM bank-level parallelism. The last scheme performs memory-side prefetching to enhance performance by taking advantage of open DRAM rows.

Brunie [16] presents two techniques that mitigate the impact of thread divergence on GPUs. The proposed techniques relax the Single-Instruction Multiple-Thread (SIMT)
model by allowing two distinct instructions to be scheduled to disjoint subsets of the same row of execution units, instead of one single instruction. This relaxed model enables more thread grouping opportunities and improves GPU utilization.

This section reviewed prior work on computer architecture techniques that optimize the performance of workload executions on accelerators. The presented work requires significant architecture changes which are not available today and emphasizes on single workload executions instead of multi-tasking scenarios. The contributions of this thesis are orthogonal to the reviewed architecture work.

### 3.4 Memory Management and Data Sharing

This section discusses prior work on memory management, data transfers and data sharing techniques. Section 3.4.1 discusses memory allocation on homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Resource management for Non-Uniform Memory Access Architectures (NUMA) is discussed in section 3.4.2. Finally, section 3.4.3 presents communication optimizations for heterogeneous systems.

#### 3.4.1 Memory Allocators

This section discusses prior work on memory management for parallel systems conducting multi-tasking computations.

Hoard [12] is a scalable memory allocator that delivers high performance with efficient memory management for parallel applications such as web servers, database managers and scientific applications. It efficiently tackles problems found in traditional memory allocators, such as poor scalability and performance, and heap organizations that introduce false sharing. Hoard leverages a global heap and per-processor heaps in a scheme that minimizes synchronization overheads and dramatically reduces memory fragmentation.

Heap layers[14] is a C++ template framework library that provides a powerful infrastructure for building custom and general purpose memory allocators that deliver high performance. Developers are given building blocks via a clean, easy-to-use allocator interface that allows fast and error free design of general purpose memory allocators that compete the performance of state of the art solutions, or specialized allocations for particular application needs.

TCMalloc[40] is a user-space memory management library developed by Google.
It delivers higher performance than standard memory management solutions found in production systems. It achieves that by supporting low overhead memory management operations that scale to parallel multi-core systems. TCMalloc reduces lock contention, where there is virtually zero contention for small objects. If lock operations are required, spinlocks are used which introduce lower overheads than traditional mutual exclusion mechanisms such as mutexes. The design of the user-space memory manager of the FreeBSD Unix project is given by Kamp [55].

SFMalloc [92] is a dynamic memory allocator for multi-threaded software. Each thread manages its own local heap and local memory management does not require any synchronization. SFMalloc design rarely uses synchronization and in cases where it is required lock free mechanisms are used. It also exploits memory block caching mechanisms in order to reduce the overhead of memory management operations. Freed blocks or intermediate memory chunks are cached hierarchically in each thread’s heap and they are used for future memory allocation.

DieHard [13] is memory management runtime that makes software tolerant to memory errors such as buffer overflows, dangling pointers and reads of uninitialized memory. DieHard approximates an infinite-sized heap by using randomization and replication in order to probabilistically achieve memory safety. DieHard is equipped with a memory manager that randomizes the location of objects in memory. In addition, DieHard supports a replicated mode, where multiple instances of the same application run in parallel and agreement on the output is required. DieHard’s resilience in memory errors can reduce program crashes, security vulnerabilities and unpredictable behavior without requiring changes in the original application code.

RSMV [51], which stands for Region-based Software Virtual Memory (RSVM), is a virtual memory mechanism that resides on both CPU and GPU in a distributed and cooperative manner. It enables automatic GPU memory management and transparent data transfers between CPU and GPU memories. It enables kernel-issued on demand data fetching from the host into the GPU memory. It also permits transparent GPU memory swapping into the main memory and scales GPU kernels to large problem sizes that originally cannot fit into the GPU memory.

This section reviewed prior work on memory management for parallel and heterogeneous systems. This thesis work requires advanced memory management and relies on the findings of the reviewed publications.
3.4.2 Non-Uniform Memory Access Architectures

This section reviews prior work on resource management for Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architectures. These systems have multiple CPU sockets with local RAM interfaces that are called NUMA nodes. Intra-node local memory accesses typically are faster than accesses to remote nodes’ memories.

A NUMA aware version of Google’s TCMalloc memory manager is presented by Kaminski [54]. This work makes the memory manager aware of NUMA topologies, the number of nodes and the local memory available to each of them. The memory allocation approach has been modified to consider memory location and the applied practices attempt to minimize the inter-node communication overhead.

Larowe [62] proposes an Operating System design that efficiently manages data placement and communication on complex NUMA architectures. The memory management subsystem has been modified to support a modular interface for multiple memory management policies which improve system performance for existing applications without requiring any changes in the programming model.

Carrefour [25] is a memory placement algorithm for NUMA architectures that minimizes the congestion on memory controllers and interconnects, caused by memory traffic of data-intensive applications. Modern NUMA hardware delivers small inter-node communication overhead and the cost of remote memory accesses which is solved via access locality optimizations is not the main performance concern. Traffic congestion is the main cause of performance slowdowns and Carrefour solves this.

This section reviewed publications for memory management and data placement on Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) systems. The thesis contributions consider NUMA architectures and use the findings of the reviewed papers for memory management and data placement.

3.4.3 Communication Optimizations for Heterogeneous Systems

This section reviews communication optimizations for heterogeneous systems. These optimizations typically target the reduction of communication overhead either by improving performance or eliminating redundant data transfers.

Jablin [48] presents a fully automatic system for managing and optimizing CPU-GPU communications. The proposed system combines a run-time environment and a set of compiler transformations while its operation does not rely on static code analysis or programmer given annotations. This work simplifies manual GPU par-
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...allelization while it improves the applicability and performance of automatic GPU parallelizations. The proposed scheme suffers from inefficiencies of alias analysis and type-inference. DyManD[47] overcomes these limitations and enables automatic management for complex and recursive data-structures without any need for static analysis. This is done via memory alias checks and type-inference at run-time.

Lee [64] investigates data streaming and data compression in order to reduce the communication overhead introduced by heterogeneous computing. The data streaming technique enables overlap of communication and computation, while data compression reduces the data sizes transferred between the host and GPU memories. Both techniques introduce additional overhead but their data manipulation leads to significant reduction of communication overheads and deliver overall performance improvements. Two case studies of radix sort and 3-start are discussed.

MVAPICH2 library [106] is a novel MPI design that unifies the management of CUDA and MPI data transfers and exposes a single MPI interface. This interface enables direct communication with GPUs for both read and write operations. Data transfers from GPU and network are now overlapped. MVAPICH2 reduces one way communication latencies and increases the throughput of collective operations.

White III [109] explores performance improvements from overlapping computation and communication operations on hybrid clusters equipped with GPUs of various generations and different types of interconnect. The evaluation considers computational software written in Fortran, MPI, OpenMP and CUDA. The authors find that overlapping CPU computation, GPU computation, parallel communication, and CPU-GPU communication can provide performance improvements of more than a factor of two.

A GPU aware implementation of the MPI runtime is given by Ji [50]. Standard MPI implementations are unaware of accelerators and their memory hierarchy. This, typically, leads to additional copy operations which introduce significant overhead. The proposed runtime is aware of GPU resources and leads to efficient intra-node communications across GPUs and eliminates redundant copies.

CudaDMA[8] proposes architecture and programming model changes targeting improved data transfers between the on-chip and off-chip memories of GPUs. DMA warps improve memory bandwidth utilization by better exploiting the available memory-level parallelism and by introducing inter-warp producer-consumer synchronization mechanisms. DMA warps simplify the CUDA programming by decoupling the need for thread array shapes to match data layout.
CUBA[38] is an architecture where accelerators have direct access to the required input and output data without the need for explicit data transfers. This is achieved by mapping data structures required for kernel computations between the host and accelerator memories. The proposed mapping, which does not require any data layout transformation, minimizes and optimizes data transfers between the host and accelerator memories. This approach reduces communication overheads and simplifies the programming model because there is no need for explicit data transfer management. The mapping is built on the top of a cache mechanism that has a selective write-through policy.

Dymaxion[19] is an API extension for CUDA that enables memory mapping optimizations which improve the efficiency of memory accesses on GPUs. Dymaxion requires the developer to specify memory layout remapping and index transformation functions. These functions are then used by a runtime library that transparently transforms the data layout of input and output buffers to representations that lead to improved memory access performance on GPUs. The data layout transformation overlaps with host-device communication, this way the overhead remains low.

This section presents prior work on communication optimization for heterogeneous systems. The reviewed papers provide programming and architecture techniques that optimize data communication on heterogeneous systems. One of they key contributions of this thesis is a communication optimization which is orthogonal to the presented papers.

### 3.5 Performance Evaluation & Modeling on Accelerators

This section reviews prior work on techniques and frameworks for the performance evaluation and modeling of heterogeneous systems. It also reviews benchmarks suites for heterogeneous computing.

Coutinho [23] presents a profiling tool that relies on performance predicates. The tool quantifies the major sources of performance degradation. It uses the collected information to provide hints to the developer on how to improve his code.

TAUcuda[68] package is a performance measurement technology for CUDA applications that integrates with the TAU parallel performance system. The design of this package relies on experimental software stack and provides detailed performance
information for kernel executions and CUDA operations. Furthermore, this work does not require any modification of the program source or executable code.

Baghsorkhi [4] presents an analytical model for predicting the performance of computations on GPUs. The model analyzes GPU kernels by identifying how they exercise the GPU hardware features. Each kernel has a work flow graph representation which is used for execution time estimation. The model is either used by an auto-tuning compiler for selecting the more promising optimizations or can be used by application developers as a profiling tool. The proposed model captures full system complexity in detail and shows high accuracy in predicting the performance trends of different kernel optimizations.

Keeneland[100] is a performance evaluation system for NUMA systems equipped with multiple GPUs. It keeps track of complex performance phenomena and detects contention for shared system resources. This work concludes its contributions by proposing programming strategies that maximize performance and system utilization.

McCurdy [73] investigates the performance behavior of multi-threaded scientific software on NUMA systems. It describes the performance problems that NUMA systems may have for parallel software and demonstrates how modern NUMA system behavior may lead to scaling failures. The authors propose methods which use hardware performance counters and detect performance bottlenecks. Mephis is a proposed toolset that relies on Instruction Based Sampling and pinpoints inefficient memory accesses.

Parboil[101] benchmark suite is a set of throughput computing applications which can be used for the performance evaluation of accelerator architectures, runtimes and compilers. The suite provides multiple implementations where different programming models and paradigms have been used. It also provides benchmark versions of varying levels of optimization.

Rodinia[18] is a benchmark suite for heterogeneous computing. It provides applications and kernels which target commodity CPU cores and GPU platforms. Furthermore, this work provides a characterization of the benchmarks. The selected benchmarks cover a large number of parallel communication patterns, synchronization techniques and power needs.

This section reviews prior work on performance evaluation, performance modeling and benchmark suites for heterogeneous systems. This thesis presents extensive performance evaluations on heterogeneous systems which rely on this prior work.
3.6 Summary

This chapter has provided, to the best of the authors knowledge, a brief review of prior work on the various areas touched upon in this thesis. It has covered resource sharing and virtualization techniques for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Furthermore, workload scheduling on accelerators and various methods for optimizing data communication for software using accelerators have been discussed. Methods for memory management, and resource management techniques on multi-node shared memory systems have also been presented. Finally, this chapter reviewed performance evaluation and modeling techniques.

The next chapter presents an approach that reduces host-device communication overhead for OpenCL applications. It does this without requiring modification or re- compilation of the application source code and is portable across platforms.
Chapter 4

Host-Device Communication Optimization

This chapter develops an approach that reduces host-device communication overhead for OpenCL applications. It does this without modification or recompilation of the application source code and is portable across platforms. It achieves this by tracing and analyzing calls to the runtime made by the application and then selecting the best platform specific memory allocation and communication policy. This approach was applied to 12 existing OpenCL benchmarks from Parboil and Rodinia suites on 3 different platforms where it gives on average a speedup of 1.51, 1.31 and 1.48, respectively. In certain cases, our approach leads up to a factor of three times improvement over current approaches.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. An introduction of the challenges and contributions of this chapter are given in section 4.1. Section 4.2 describes the motivation for our work. Section 4.3 presents a high level overview of our host-device communication optimization. Section 4.4 describes our approach for dynamic platform characterization. The application tracing and analysis that support the optimization are discussed in sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The runtime environment that performs the optimization is discussed in section 4.7. Sections 4.8 and 4.9 present the experimental setup and the evaluation results. Section 4.10 provides a summary of this work.
Chapter 4. Host-Device Communication Optimization

4.1 Introduction

Modern computer architecture design has shifted from single core to parallel heterogeneous systems. Here, the OS and the legacy application stack typically run on a number of commodity cores while GPU accelerators are exploited through workload dispatch performed by the application. OpenCL[58] and CUDA[81] are popular frameworks providing workload dispatch and data transfer management between the distinct memory sub-systems of the host and GPUs.

Although OpenCL and CUDA provide a unified interface for utilizing GPUs, trying to optimize applications and estimating their performance remains a challenging task. This is largely due to a lack of transparency. GPU architectures and the data exchange protocols between the distinct memories are opaque and differ in behavior that can lead to performance loss.

Currently, developers have to spend time tuning their code to each new GPU based platform. Given the rate of GPU hardware evolution, this approach is time consuming and is a significant barrier to heterogeneous computing. So while we have portable code, we do not have portable performance.

Our approach to address this problem is to develop a portable framework targeted at the optimization of host-device OpenCL communication. As we show, such communication can be a significant overhead in OpenCL applications. By improving data transfers between the different memory sub-systems, we can achieve significant performance improvements automatically without altering the user’s application code.

Programming guidelines from GPU vendors recommend the use of memory locked segments (memory pages are pinned in main memory) for the maximum exploit of interconnect bandwidth [81]. Such an approach leads to improved communication performance but with the penalty of prohibitive allocation times. It violates application portability, as multiple assumptions about the hardware and OS are hard-wired into the code. Current approaches therefore trade-off portability for performance.

Our work solves this problem by redirecting dynamic memory allocation requests, selecting the memory allocation policy that best improves host-device communication and reduces overall application time. Our host-device communication optimization remains transparent to the application execution and does not require any alteration or re-compilation of the application. To achieve this, we need knowledge of the particular allocation and communication policies of the target platform and their associated costs. This is achieved by an automatic platform characterization scheme.
4.2 Motivation

As well as platform characterization, our approach requires knowledge of application behaviour. Specialized memory allocation is only of benefit, if the memory allocated is involved in host to device communication. Using specialized memory allocation for data that is used solely on the host incurs excessive overhead. To determine if a memory allocation requires special treatment, the application is traced. We record calls to OpenCL and memory allocation functions as well as tracking data dependencies in SSA form. The traces are condensed into a compressed call trace so to enable later analysis to determine candidate memory allocations for optimization. After analyzing the compressed trace, we can determine those memory allocations that are involved in host-device communication. This is used to determine the best memory allocation and communication policy for each call site. This information is then used at runtime to redirect dynamic requests appropriately. This is all performed transparently to the user.

The chapter contributions are summarized as:

- A platform characterization scheme that automatically detects the host-device communication and memory allocation capabilities of a platform.
- An on-line tool that traces heterogeneous applications and stores in a compressed call trace.
- An optimization that analyses the compressed call trace to determine the best allocation and communication policy per call.
- An empirical evaluation that shows significant improvement over 3 platforms without any alteration or recompilation of the application program.

4.2 Motivation

This section presents a motivating example illustrating the communication optimization enabled by our framework. Data is initially allocated on the host, typically via the default memory allocator via a call to malloc. As this data is to be used by the device, a data transfer is made. Once the data transfer is complete, kernel execution on the GPU can start. After the kernel completes, data may be transferred back to the host memory.

When standard memory allocation is used, the device driver is forced to transfer data page by page with multiple DMA transfers from host to device as shown in the
Figure 4.1: Our optimization reduces the number of DMA transfers for host-device communication by using specialized memory allocation which guarantees memory pages are in physical memory (Figure a). We use compiler techniques to determine the memory allocations that will be served by our optimization with specialized memory allocation (Figure b). This improves the overall execution time of an application by reducing the host-device communication overhead (Figure c).

In our approach we exploit special memory allocation policies that provide memory locked segments. The memory pages remain permanently in main memory and are not swapped to secondary storage. The driver now has the guarantee that all pages are in main memory and performs the host to device communication with the fewest possible DMA transfers. The reduction of DMA transfers and the absence of page faults increase the interconnect utilization. This is shown in the right side of figure 4.1a. This is because it needs to handle page fault for pages that are not present in main memory but stored on disk.
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Figure 4.2: Execution time breakdowns for two versions of mri-mridding benchmark: generic and nvidia. The left hand bar, Standard, shows its execution time breakdown in the standard execution environment. The right hand bar, Enhanced shows the execution time with our optimization in the enhanced execution environment. The overall execution time is broken down into kernel, communication and cpu+sync subcomponents. In both cases our enhanced environment dramatically reduces the cost of communication and sync giving significantly improved execution time.

This communication optimization is only of benefit if the memory allocated is involved in host to device communication. Using specialized memory allocation for data that is used solely on the host incurs excessive overhead and massive use of limited system resources. Our approach uses compiler analysis of compressed call traces to determine those memory allocations that are associated with host to device communication. This is illustrated in figure 4.1b. Here there are multiple memory allocation calls, but only 2 of them are involved in allocating data that will take part in host-device communication. By using compiler analysis we can detect such memory allocations and change their memory allocation policy. This analysis is critical to any performance gains. Applying this technique reduces the communication overhead and hence application execution time as shown in the bottom part of figure 4.1c.
4.2.1 Performance Impact

Figure 4.2 shows the speedup delivered by our optimization to the mri-gridding benchmark of the Parboil suite. To illustrate the applicability of our approach, we consider two versions of the benchmark. The first labelled generic is the generic OpenCL implementation of mri-gridding. The second labelled nvidia is a version specially developed for NVIDIA GPUs. Both versions are available in the Parboil suite. Two bars are shown for each version. The left hand bar in each pair shows the time spent in the standard environment (Standard), the right hand bar shows the time spent with the optimization in our enhanced environment (Enhanced). In addition, each bar shows a stack which gives the total time spent executing the program broken down into subcomponents: kernel execution time, communication time between host and device and CPU + Sync time.

For the generic version, we are able to reduce the total execution time from 800ms to 500ms giving a speedup of 1.6x. This is due to the reduction of communication and cpu+sync time from 450ms to 150ms. In the case of the nvidia optimized version, the kernel is notably faster than the generic one, 230ms vs 280ms. However, improvement in the kernel execution time means that communication time is actually a greater percentage of application execution time. Applying our optimization technique again reduces the cost of data transfers leading to a speedup of 1.8x. As programmers tune their application kernels, the relative cost of communication grows, making such optimizations increasingly important.

4.2.2 Summary

In this chapter, we present a host-device communication optimization which is portable and transparent and does not require access or recompilation of the application code. We achieve this by characterizing the memory allocation and communication capabilities of a platform through micro-benchmarking and by performing application tracing. We apply off-line compiler analysis of the collected compressed trace to determine which allocations are associated with host-device communication. At run-time we use platform information and application analysis to redirect memory allocation and communication calls to the most profitable policy.
Figure 4.3: An Overview of the Host-Device Communication Optimization. Our optimization relies on the platform and application characterizations. The platform characterization detects the memory allocation and host-device communication capabilities of the platform. The application characterization traces and analyzes the application for the detection of memory allocations that are used in host-device communication. The enhanced environment uses the platform characterization and the results of application analysis for the run-time selection of memory policy that gives the highest communication speedup.

4.3 Optimization Overview

In this section, we provide a high level overview of our host-device communication optimization and the key components that support it. The optimization exploits architectural and driver features but in a portable and transparent manner with no code modification or recompilation.

The optimization is based on the observation that different memory allocation policies affect the performance of OpenCL data transfers. One example of this case is the use of programmer hard-coded memory locked segments (memory pages pinned in main memory) in applications running on platforms with GPUs, where memory locking improves the performance of OpenCL data transfers. Our work generalizes this to a wider range of memory allocation policies without any inherently unportable programmer hard-coding. Furthermore, the memory allocation and communication capabilities of the platform are detected automatically. During application execution, dynamic memory allocations are served by the policy that leads to the highest host-device communication rates on that platform.

Our optimization, as can be seen in Figure 4.3, relies on two characterizations. The first, platform characterization, is concerned with detecting the memory allocation cost and host-device communication performance of the platform. The second, application
characterization, is concerned with the application tracing and the off-line analysis of the traced data, both are required for the identification of memory allocations that should be redirected by the optimization. Combining both components allows the runtime optimization of the application. The following sub-sections provide further details of the components and the runtime optimization.

4.3.1 Platform Characterization

Here, we evaluate the allocation and communication capabilities of the target platform by using two micro-benchmarks. The first benchmark is used to measure the allocation time for different data sizes. The second is used to measure host-device communication rates for each policy. Curve fitting is applied to the data resulting in simple performance estimation functions.

This benchmarking is performed just once per platform. The allocation policies and their performance estimation functions are later used at runtime to optimize a target application. Section 4.4 describes the platform characterization in further detail.

4.3.2 Application Characterization

We trace an application’s interaction with the OpenCL environment. We then analyze the resulting trace to determine the best allocation policies for later runs. Tracing is performed by monitoring application calls to the OpenCL library and memory allocation functions. Later, application analysis operates on the traced data and detects the dynamic memory allocations that are used in host-device communication operations. The detected allocations are later used as application dependent input by the runtime optimization.

4.3.2.1 Application Tracing

The application executes with a sample input while its operation is monitored by our tool. The framework monitors every application call to OpenCL and memory allocation functions, constructs a compressed call trace, builds data dependencies and collects performance statistics. The application tracing is essential for the collection of data required by the application analysis. The application tracing is further described in Section 4.5.
4.3.2.2 Application Analysis

Our optimization requires the detection of dynamic memory allocations that are used in host-device communication operations. We develop an algorithm that investigates if applying the optimization is worthwhile for the application based on a simple eligibility heuristic. If the application is optimization eligible, the algorithm detects the allocations that are used in host-device communication operations. For further details see 4.6.

4.3.3 Runtime Optimization

Our enhanced environment redirects only the memory allocation operations for the host memory that is used in host-device communication. It replaces the standard allocation policy with the one that is likely to lead to the highest bandwidth rates for host-device communication. An allocation manager operates on top of the available policies and uses the application analysis results and the performance estimation functions for the redirection decisions. The manager leverages user-space memory allocators for policies that have prohibitive allocation times. The features of the enhanced environment and the memory allocator are described in Section 4.7.

4.4 Platform Characterization

This section describes the platform characterization, where we detect the dynamic memory allocation and host-device communication capabilities of a platform through micro-benchmarking. We consider four allocation policies and for each we collect data in allocation and host-device communication performance. Curve fitting is performed on the collected data to give simple performance estimation functions.

4.4.1 Memory Allocation Policies

A memory allocation policy is considered as a set of memory management operations that are used for the dynamic allocation of a segment. Our platform characterization considers four allocation policies, the Standard, OpenCL, Standard with Locking and Hybrid policies.
**Standard:** This is the default memory allocator, accessible through the standard memory management functions of C/C++, e.g. `malloc`. In algorithm 4.1, we describe the remaining policies.

**OpenCL:** Lines 3 to 9 describe the policy where the OpenCL runtime allocates a memory segment on the host and attaches it to the application address space.

**Standard with Locking:** This policy is described on lines 13 to 18, where the standard allocator provides a memory segment and the POSIX specified `mlock` function locks the segment on main memory.

**Hybrid:** This policy is shown on lines 22 to 30 where a memory segment is allocated through the standard allocator, after it is locked in main memory through `mlock` and later an OpenCL buffer that exploits the segment space is created. In the end, the buffer is attached to the application address space.

```c
1 /*OpenCL*/
2 3 void *oclmalloc (size_t size)
4 { cb= clCreateBuffer (c, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE |
5   CL_MEM_ALLOC_HOST_PTR, size, NULL , &rv); 
6 return clEnqueueMapBuffer (q, cb , CL_TRUE ,
7   CL_MAP_READ, 0, size , 0, NULL , NULL , &rv); 
8 }
9
10 /*Standard with Locking*/
11 12 void *lockmalloc (size_t size)
13 { p= malloc (size);
14 mlock(p,size);
15 return p; 
16 }
17
18 /* Hybrid*/
19 20 void *hybridmalloc (size_t size)
21 { p= malloc (size);
22 mlock(p,size);
23 cb= clCreateBuffer (c, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE |
24 CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR, size, p, &rv); 
25 return clEnqueueMapBuffer (q, cb , CL_TRUE ,
26 CL_MAP_READ, 0, size, 0, NULL , NULL , &rv);
27 }
28
29 Algorithm 4.1: Dynamic Memory Allocation Policies. The figure shows `malloc` equivalent concepts for policies that support dynamic memory allocation in a way different to the default system allocator.
```
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Both OpenCL and Standard with Locking policies are expected to provide memory locked segments with the difference that the first provides the segment through the OpenCL environment and the second through the standard system facilities. The Hybrid policy overcomes the lack of full cooperation between some OpenCL implementations and the standard system. Some OpenCL implementations cannot detect memory locked segments that are not allocated through OpenCL. The benefit of using Hybrid instead of OpenCL policy is that Hybrid provides memory locked segments through the standard system facilities that are recognizable by the OpenCL implementation as memory locked. Furthermore, Hybrid requires the use of an OpenCL context only for the creation of the memory buffer while the actual allocation and memory locking are performed by standard library functions and they can overlap with OpenCL context creation.

4.4.2 Platform Characterization Procedure

Two micro-benchmarks are used to determine memory allocation times and host-device communication rates. Both benchmarks are used to investigate a large range of allocation and data transfer sizes, respectively.

The allocation micro-benchmark investigates the overhead times for the allocation policies described above. Allocation sizes of interest range from 1KB to 767MB.

The communication micro-benchmark investigates the host-device communication rates where the used host memory is allocated with every available policy. The benchmark investigates the communication rates in both directions, from the host to device and from the device to host. The benchmark produces statistics for a number of concurrent data transfers ranging from one to four with transfer sizes ranging from 1KB to 150MB per transfer.

We perform curve fitting [22] on the collected data delivering performance estimation functions for both allocation times and communication rates. Both functions have a single input, the allocation and data transfer sizes respectively and they provide performance estimation in constant time.
Figure 4.4: Function Call Intercepting. This figure shows how our framework intercepts the standard call procedure (Figure a) for the support of application tracing (Figure b) and runtime optimization (Figure c).

4.5 Application Tracing

To best exploit the allocation/communication properties of a platform, we need knowledge of application behavior. Our tool monitors the application execution by capturing and recording every call to the OpenCL runtime and memory allocation functions. Ideally, application tracing should be embedded in or attached to the OpenCL library. Unfortunately, the OpenCL library is distributed as closed source with no attachment mechanism. To overcome this, we developed a lightweight wrapping library that in-
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intercepts calls to the OpenCL functions and the memory allocation functions defined in C/C++ and POSIX standards. Figure 4.4 (a) and (b) show how tracing is achieved.

Normally, as Figure 4.4a show, the application makes a call, passes the read arguments onto the stack and performs the call. On return, the write arguments have been updated. Figure 4.4b shows the call procedure when function calls are intercepted by our wrapping library. The read arguments are passed on the stack and the call takes place as before. Now, the execution control moves to our tracing code instead of the original function definition. The tracing library collects the read arguments and forwards the execution to the function definition. On function completion, the execution returns to our tracing code, that collects the write arguments and returns the execution control to the application.

4.5.1 Call Trace

The runtime application behavior is captured as a compressed call trace. The trace stores every application call to OpenCL and memory allocation functions along with data dependencies of the calls (read and write arguments of call). The trace also stores the overall application execution time and the execution times of host-device communication and kernel computation operations.

Two efficient data structures, called Call and Data represent the traced information for function calls and data objects, respectively.

Function Call Representation: An instance of Call stores information for a single function call. It contains the name of the function, the thread ID that performed it and its execution time if the function is a kernel computation or communication operation.

Data Representation: A Data instance stores information for a data object that is a read or write dependency for one or more function calls. Supported data types are the scalar types defined in C/C++ standards [46], abstract types of OpenCL, raw memory segments and arrays of the previous types. If a Data instance represents a scalar data object, it contains a copy of the actual data. If it represents a non-scalar, such as a raw memory segment or an OpenCL Memory object, it contains a pointer to the data object location and a unique ID provided by an SSA (Static Single Assignment) mechanism.

Non Scalar Data Versioning: We use SSA[24] representation to track non-scalar data objects during the application execution. After a non-scalar object definition, where the object is firstly created, or after its update by a function call, a new Data
Figure 4.5: Call Trace Generation and Compression. Figure (a) shows a simple code segment where a set of OpenCL functions is executed $n$ times. Figure (b) shows how the OpenCL calls are captured by the wrapping library over the loop iterations. Figure (c) shows the compressed trace after the completion of the code execution.
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instance is created and stores a pointer to the data address and a unique ID provided by
the SSA mechanism. Data instances that refer on different updates of the same non-
scalar object have a pointer to the same data address but they have different SSA IDs.
In addition, by tracking instead of copying non-scalar data objects we keep the tracing
overhead to negligible levels.

4.5.2 Trace Compression

The input or problem size of an application execution may affect the number of exe-
cutions for an OpenCL operation or group of operations. This could lead to huge call
traces that vary among the different problem or input sizes. We solve this by detecting
repeated calls to single functions or group of functions and merging the calls.

For trace compression, each call is represented as a production of the regular ex-
pression. We consider each call as a string, where the name of called function is
followed by the SSA name of its non-scalar data arguments its return type if not a
scalar.

Our compression technique is performed on the fly at run-time. Whenever a new
call is added on trace, our compression algorithm checks for repeated calls to the same
function or group of functions. Two calls are merged if they refer to the same function
and the SSA IDs of their non-scalar arguments refer to the same objects. Merging
between two groups of calls requires an one to one merging of the calls of the two
groups. When we compress, we use the lowest SSA IDs. Our trace compression
approach relies on the merging and transition labeling algorithm provided by [10]. We
use a DFA based algorithm for the matching of the calls we merge. The effect of our
compression technique is presented in Figure 4.5.

In the code of Figure 4.5a, after allocating a memory segment, the code copies the
segment contents to a device buffer, computes a kernel and copies the buffer data back
to the segment. This group of operations is performed \( n \) times due to the loop. Fig-
ure 4.5b provides the raw sequence of the function calls as they are performed during
code execution. Each call entry contains the function name and its non-scalar data
dependencies grouped as Definitions(Writes) and Uses(Reads). Figure 4.5c shows the
resulting compressed trace. Our compression technique merged the repeated calls to
the group of `clEnqueueWriteBuffer`, `clNDRangeKernel` and `clEnqueueReadBuffer` func-
tions to three final call entries. The full trace contains five calls, including the two calls
that are not included in the loop.
Figure 4.6: Optimization Eligibility Heuristic. The application analysis considers an application as optimization eligible only if the communication overhead is comparable or higher to the computational workload of the device. The dispatch ratio (Cumulative Host-Device Communication Time / Cumulative Device Computation Time) is required to be greater or equal to 0.1.

Trace compression is critical for the host-device communication optimization. In practice, after compression, the compressed trace is less than 2 Kbytes. Our optimization technique requires that the trace provided by the application characterization and the one generated during the run-time optimization to be the same. If the two traces are different, the optimization is not applicable and the default scheme is used. Our experiments show that trace compression produces matching traces across all programs within two benchmark suites.

4.6 Application Analysis

Once we have the compressed trace, we analyze it for optimization opportunities. Memory allocation calls may be redirected at runtime from the standard allocation policy to the one that leads to the highest transfer rates. However, an application may perform dynamic memory allocations that are never involved in host-device communication and are only used in host operations. This type of allocation cannot benefit from our scheme and may indeed incur overhead if redirected. Here, we describe the application analysis that firstly checks if the optimization is worthwhile and then detects the memory allocations that should be redirected.

An optimization for the host-device communication is meaningful in cases that the communication overhead is comparable or higher than the computational workload dispatched on the device, otherwise the communication improvement will not lead to significant application speedups. Our application analysis checks if the optimization is worthwhile for an application with the heuristic of Figure 4.6. If the dispatch ratio, defined as the ratio of the Cumulative Host-Device Communication Time over the Cumulative Device Computation Time, is greater or equal to 0.1, the application is
considered optimization eligible. The value of 0.1 is specified after experimentation and guarantees significant performance gain regardless the application.

If the application is optimization eligible, the algorithm 4.2 operates on the compressed call trace of the application and detects the dynamic memory allocations that are involved in OpenCL communication operations. The algorithm traverses the call trace and for each call that performs a host-device communication operation, it retrieves the used memory segment. The algorithm then retrieves the first Data instance that refers to the segment through SSA. After it annotates the memory allocation call that created the data object as optimization candidate.

The output of the algorithm is the set of memory allocations that should be redirected by the runtime optimization.

1 for each c in the Call Trace
2 if c is a host-device communication that involves a memory segment s
3 retrieve s', the first state of s (through SSA)
4 retrieve co, the creator (allocation call) of s'
5 annotate co as optimization candidate

Algorithm 4.2: Allocation Detection Algorithm. The algorithm operates on the Call Trace of the application and detects the dynamic memory allocations that are used in host-device communication operations.

4.7 Runtime Optimization

Our enhanced execution environment controls the host-device communication optimization. It uses the available memory allocation policies and performance estimation functions provided by platform characterization. The optimization redirects the memory allocations indicated by the application analysis from the default allocation policy to an allocation manager which decides the best policy to be used.

**Request Interception:** The redirection is achieved by intercepting the standard call procedure with a technique similar to the one of application tracing (Section 4.5). Figure 4.4c illustrates the call redirection. While the application is executed in the enhanced environment, a call trace is constructed with a procedure identical to the one of application tracing. Whenever a new allocation call is added to the trace, the optimization checks if it is indicated by the application analysis for redirection. If not, the call is served by the default memory allocation functions. Otherwise the call is redirected to our allocation manager.
Trace Comparison: As described in Section 4.5, the optimization technique requires the call trace generated by the application tracing phase and the one generated during the application optimization to be the same. Trace compression preserves this property for different sized inputs but not for different application behaviors. In case that the application presents a behavior different than the expected one, where it constructs a different call trace, the enhanced environment will detect it. The enhanced environment checks the function names and non-scalar data arguments of the calls it encounters. In the case that they differ from the application analysis data, the optimization is deactivated. The remaining of the execution performs conservatively and the application completes its execution safely.

4.7.1 Memory Allocation Manager

It has direct access to the available allocation policies and serves the redirected allocation requests. It serves each allocation request by selecting the policy that gives the highest performance for host-device communication. The decision relies on the performance estimation functions and the size of the allocation.

Depending on the allocation times of an allocation policy, the manager either uses the policy directly or leverages a user-space memory allocator for it. An allocator uses directly a policy to allocate a large memory segment during environment setup and performs its own allocation algorithm in user-space. The allocation algorithm relies on a Red-Black tree for efficient indexing of free memory chunks.

Policy Selection: During the environment setup, the allocation manager checks the allocation times of the policy that leads to the highest communication performance across varying transfer sizes. If it has high allocation times, a user-space memory allocator is initialized. If two or more policies lead to similar communication performance, the environment chooses the one that does not require allocator and deactivates the others. If all of them require one, it chooses one of them.

Allocator Initialization: The memory allocator initialization is possible to overlap with the OpenCL context creation, if the memory allocation operation of the policy can operate partly or fully without an OpenCL context. Standard with Locking can overlap completely with the context creation. In case of Hybrid, the time consuming part of the allocation overlaps, as the memory allocation and locking is performed with standard functions. The enhanced environment tends to enable allocators with policies that can overlap with OpenCL context creation.
### 4.8 Experimental Setup

Our host-device communication optimization approach is evaluated against two benchmark suites on three different platforms.

#### 4.8.1 Platforms

We use 3 platforms: the GTXplatform, AMDplatform and K20platform as shown in figure 4.7. Each platform has an Intel i7 multicore and run Linux. The GTXplatform has an NVIDIA GPU of Fermi[110] architecture. The AMDplatform has an AMD GPU of Evergreen[3] architecture. The last platform, K20platform, has an NVIDIA GPU of Kepler[80] architecture. The GPUs are connected with the main system through PCI Express interconnects of version 2.0, 2.1 and 2.0 respectively.

#### 4.8.2 Benchmarks

We use both the Parboil [101] and Rodinia [18] benchmark suites for evaluation. From Parboil, we consider two versions of each benchmark, a generic one and a specialized version, nvidia tuned for NVIDIA GPUs.

For each benchmark we consider two available inputs, one small and one large, to evaluate our approach for different problem sizes. In certain cases, sad, streamcluster and mri-gridding, only one data set is available. The backprop benchmark of Rodinia and the NVIDIA version of bfs of Parboil both crash with segmentation faults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GTXplatform</td>
<td>Intel i7 X990 3.47GHz</td>
<td>12GB 1333MHz</td>
<td>NVIDIA GTX 580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMDplatform</td>
<td>Intel i7 X990 3.47GHz</td>
<td>8GB 1333MHz</td>
<td>ATI Radeon HD 5970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K20platform</td>
<td>Intel i7 3820 3.60GHz</td>
<td>8GB 1333MHz</td>
<td>NVIDIA Tesla K20c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7: Overview of the Evaluation Platforms.

**Platform Limitations**: Resource limits may be specified by the Operating System or the OpenCL runtime when the environment uses special memory allocation policies. Our work respects those limitations. In the case that a memory allocation policy fails to serve more requests, the environment falls back to standard memory allocation policy.
and are excluded.

We also exclude the bfs[r] and streamcluster from our evaluation. These two Rodinia benchmarks both have hard-coded special memory allocation policies which prevent portability and evaluation across platforms.

4.9 Results

In this section we evaluate our host-device communication optimization on the Parboil and Rodinia benchmark suites on the 3 platforms. For those benchmarks which are eligible for optimization, the reported speedups are significant; ranging from 1.25x for small data sizes on the AMD platform to 1.51x on the GTX platform for large data sizes.

Section 4.9.1 discuss in detail the evaluation results on the GTX platform. It provides data for the dispatch ratios of the benchmarks, analyzes the speedup results and provide execution time breakdowns that give an insight of the benchmark behavior in both the standard and enhanced environments. This is followed by section 4.9.2 which presents the results of our optimization on AMD platform and K20 platform.

In section 4.9.3 we evaluate our optimization on the NVIDIA tuned version of the Parboil benchmarks and show how our technique has additional impact on performance. This is followed in section 4.9.4 by an analysis of the allocation policies selected by our scheme. In section 4.9.5, we compare our optimization technique against potential naive approaches.

4.9.1 Results on NVIDIA GTX 580

Dispatch ratio:

The optimization eligibility of a benchmark is dependent on the dispatch ratio (the ratio of Cumulative Host-Device Communication Time over the Cumulative Device Computation Time) of its small input. If the value is greater or equal to 0.1 the optimization is applied to the benchmark (Section 4.6). The use of this heuristic guarantees that the optimization will improve the benchmark execution time significantly.

To illustrate this, Figure 4.8a presents the dispatch ratios for the two inputs of each benchmark. The benchmarks are ordered by their dispatch ratio for their small input, starting from the benchmark with the lowest value.

Providing both dispatch ratios per benchmark is not required by the eligibility heuristic of application analysis but is useful in interpreting speedup results. For bench-
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(a) Generic Benchmark Version (generic)

(b) NVIDIA Tuned Version (nvidia)

Figure 4.8: Benchmark Dispatch Ratio. The figures show the dispatch ratios for the benchmarks of both Parboil and Rodinia suites. Each benchmark has two bars representing the dispatch ratio for two different inputs. Benchmarks whose dispatch ratio is equal or greater to 0.1 for their small input are considered optimization eligible. Figure (a) provides dispatch ratio values for the generic version of benchmarks. Figure (b) shows the dispatch ratio for NVIDIA version of Parboil benchmarks that are originally optimization eligible.
marks such as \textit{bfs} and \textit{nn} the dispatch ratio increases on the large input. For \textit{bfs},
dispatch ratio increases from 0.25 to 0.55 and for \textit{nn} from 29.71 to 38.09. For others
such as \textit{kmeans} and \textit{sgemm} the dispatch ratio decreases on the large input. The ratio of
\textit{kmeans} decreases from 0.45 to 0.32 and for \textit{sgemm} from 1.05 to 0.2. Benchmarks such as
\textit{histo} has relatively similar dispatch ratios for both inputs. The ratios of \textit{histo} are
5.53 and 5.2 for its small and large inputs as computation scales with communication
for this benchmark.

\textbf{Speedups:} Figure 4.9a shows the speedups achieved by the execution of bench-
marks in our enhanced environment compared to their execution in the standard envi-
ronment. The speedups range from 1.05x to 3x. Benchmarks that have dispatch ratios
proportional to the input size, such as \textit{nw} and \textit{nn}, present higher speedups for the large
input. For \textit{nw} and \textit{nn} the speedup increases by 1.0 and 0.2, respectively. Benchmarks
that have dispatch ratios inversely proportional to the input size, such \textit{lbm} and \textit{sgemm}
have lower speedups for the large input.

For \textit{histo}, our optimization gives significantly higher performance with the large
input despite a dispatch ratios similar to the smaller size, This is because the large input
can be improved by a special policy. For large input, the memory manager allocates
segments with the Hybrid policy, which leads to the lowest communication overhead.
The execution with the small input requires only small size transfers where a special
policy is not beneficial and the manager uses the Standard policy(Section 4.9.4).

\textbf{Execution Breakdown:} Figure 4.10a presents the execution time breakdowns for
the benchmarks running in both the standard and our enhanced execution environment
for the large input sizes. Each benchmark has a pair of bars. Each bar shows a stack
which gives the total time spent executing the program broken down into subcompo-
nents: kernel execution time, communication time between host and device and CPU
+ Sync time. The optimization reduces the host-device communication times and in
many cases the CPU + Sync times. This time includes the delays caused by synchro-
nizations. Synchronizations are performed either explicitly by synchronization calls or
implicitly by the ordering and synchronization of OpenCL command queues and the
OpenCL implementation. The reduction of host-device communication times leads to
the reduction of those delays too.

Benchmarks that have high dispatch ratios and speedups tend to spend significant
parts of their execution for communication and the optimization reduces massively
the communication times. Benchmarks such as \textit{nw}, \textit{histo} and \textit{sad} present critical
reduction of their communication and cpu+sync times. Benchmarks such as \textit{lbm} and
Figure 4.9: Benchmark Speedup. The figure shows the speedup for the optimization eligible benchmarks on the three platforms. It compares the overall benchmark execution times of benchmarks running on the standard execution environment of OpenCL with the times of our enhanced execution environment that enables the host-device communication optimization. It provides results for two input sets and the resulted geometric means.
Figure 4.10: Execution Time Breakdown. This figure shows the execution time break- downs for the benchmarks running on the standard execution environment (left bar) and our enhanced execution environment (right bar) which enables our optimization. The data refers to the large input of benchmarks.
lud which have less communication, show a lower scale of performance improvement. The breakdown for the smaller input has a similar structure.

**4.9.2 Results on AMD Radeon HD 5970 and NVIDIA Tesla k20c**

For the AMD platform, the speedups of figure 4.9b are significantly lower than the speedups of the platforms with NVIDIA GPUs. This is because of the AMD OpenCL implementation. It preallocates memory locked segments and uses them as intermediate buffers in host-device communication[3]. In addition, the size of the available memory locked segments is limited. For many benchmarks such as histo and nn, this amount of memory is insufficient and the allocation manager is forced to switch back to the use of the default memory allocator, when OpenCL policy runs out of memory. The application completes its execution properly but the optimization opportunity is lost. However, the speedup results on the platform have similar trends to the NVIDIA platforms. Benchmarks such as nw and nn have high speedups and benchmarks such as bfs and kmeans present lower speedup levels.

Figure 4.9c shows the speedups achieved by our optimization on K20 platform. There is similar speedup levels as the GTX platform with the exception of the nw and nn benchmarks. The nw kernel code runs less efficiently on K20 platform and it cuts down the relative impact of communication overhead reduction. In contrast, the nn kernel code is faster on K20 platform.

**4.9.3 Tuned Version of Parboil for NVIDIA**

As programmers tune their applications, how does this affect our approach? To answer this, we evaluate our host-device optimization with the tuned version of Parboil benchmarks for NVIDIA GPUs.

Figure 4.8b shows the dispatch ratios of the benchmarks, which are now increased. The ratios for sad and histo are doubled. The sgemm and lbm benchmarks present highly increased ratios for their large and small inputs, respectively. The remaining of the benchmarks present lower increases with the exception of stencil that remains on the same levels.

Figure 4.11 shows the optimization speedups for the NVIDIA version of benchmarks. The optimization now leads to higher speedups for all the benchmarks with the exception of stencil, which has the same speedup as its generic version. The sad and histo benchmarks obtain the largest speedup increase. Sad increases from a speedup
1.7x of its generic version to 2.8x. \texttt{Histo} delivers speedups of 2x and 2.8x for its inputs, which are increased by approximately 40% and 60% in comparison to its generic version. The \texttt{lbm}, \texttt{mri-gridding} present a lower speedup increase of approximately 20%. In the case of \texttt{sgemm}, we observe approximately the same speedup for the small input and a speedup increase of approximately 20% for the large one. In case of \texttt{spmv}, the small input presents a speedup increase from 1.2x to 1.6x and its large one presents a speedup increase of 10%.

Surprisingly, in the case of \texttt{histo}, its execution time is much slower than the generic version, despite it being tuned for the GPU. This happens in both the standard execution environment and our enhanced execution environment and it is caused by the benchmark implementation. Figure 4.10b shows the execution time breakdowns for the NVIDIA version of the benchmarks. In this case, the optimization leads again to the reduction of communication and cpu+sync times. The impact on the K20 platform is similar.

### 4.9.4 What policy to use

At the heart of our technique is the benefit gained from different allocation policies. In this section we analyze the allocation time overhead and host-device communica-
4.9. Results

Figure 4.12: Allocation Overhead (in milliseconds) for the four policies for a range of allocation sizes on GTXplatform. Std, Std(Lock), OpenCL and Hybrid refer to the Standard, Standard with Locking, OpenCL and Hybrid policies, respectively. Lower is better. The circle and polygon shapes are meant for easing readability on black and white printouts.

Figure 4.13 shows the communication overhead of the four policies for communication in both directions on the GTXplatform. Here, lower values denote higher communication performance. HTD denotes a host to device transfer and DTH the opposite. It is clear that both OpenCL(OpenCL) and Hybrid(Hybrid) lead to the lowest communication cost for the majority of transfer sizes in both communication directions. In contrast the Standard(Std) and Standard with Locking(Std(Lock)) lead to notably higher communication overheads. Thus the fastest allocation time comes at the expense of greater communication cost.
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Figure 4.13: Communication Overhead (in milliseconds) for the four policies on GTXplatform. Std, Std(Lock), OpenCL and Hybrid refer to the Standard, Standard with Locking, OpenCL and Hybrid policies, respectively. H2D denotes a data transfer from the host memory to device memory and D2H the opposite. Lower is better. The circle and polygon shapes are meant for easing readability on black and white printouts.

The OpenCL, Hybrid and Standard with Locking policies provide memory locked segments, which have their memory pages pinned permanently in main memory and the GPU driver should take advantage of it. However, only OpenCL and Hybrid lead to peak communication rates and lower overheads. The reason is that the NVIDIA OpenCL implementation cannot recognize a segment provided by Standard with Locking as memory locked. In addition, it should be reported that for low transfer sizes, all the policies lead to similar communication overheads.

GTXplatform: On this platform the enhanced execution environment uses Standard for allocation of small segments and Hybrid for larger sizes. It chooses Hybrid instead of OpenCL because the initialization of the required user-space allocator with Hybrid overlaps with the OpenCL context creation.

AMDplatform: Here the policies that provide memory locked segments lead to a lower scale of performance improvement. This potentially happens because of OpenCL implementation internals. The AMD implementation allocates memory locked seg-
ments and uses them as internal buffers during host-device communication. It may also lock memory segments of the application under specific circumstances[3]. This implementation makes the policies with memory locking less effective. The enhanced environment uses the Standard policy for low sizes and the OpenCL for higher.

**K20platform:** Here the behavior is similar to GTXplatform with similar communication overheads. NVIDIA Tesla K20c supports PCI Express version 3.0, however the motherboard of K20platform supports only the second generation of PCI Express and the GPU adapts to it. The enhanced environment uses the same policies as for GTXplatform.

**Summary:** This evaluation has shown that selecting the correct allocation policy based on platform and communication size can have significant performance impact across all 3 platforms. It gives on average a speedup of 1.51, 1.31 and 1.48, respectively. In certain cases, our approach leads up to a factor of three times improvement.

### 4.9.5 Comparing against a naive approach

Our optimization leverages user-space memory allocators for policies with high allocation times. In that way, it reduces prohibitive allocation overheads. Here we compare this approach against an alternative naive scheme where all allocation policies are used directly without the use of user-space allocators. Using this approach increases execution time by 5% to 40%. It could also be argued that all memory allocations requests should be treated equally avoiding the need for application characterization. In fact less than 5% of the total memory allocations across all the benchmarks are optimization candidates. Using a high overhead allocator for the remaining 95% is prohibitively expensive. Our approach is clearly important for performance.

### 4.10 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a portable and transparent optimization for the reduction of host-device communication overhead of OpenCL applications. Our technique is platform and application unaware and does not require modification or recompilation of the application source code. The optimization was applied to 12 existing OpenCL benchmarks where it gives on average speedups of 1.51, 1.31 and 1.48 for three evaluation platforms. In certain cases, it leads up to a factor of three times improvement.

The next chapter presents the design and implementation of an acceleration layer
for heterogeneous resources. It enables central management of accelerator resources and fine-grained, mixed-vendor accelerator sharing. It integrates with the existing multi-tasking and user-space virtualization facilities of the commodity Linux OS.
Chapter 5

Heterogeneous Acceleration Layer

This chapter presents a secure, user-space virtualization layer that integrates the accelerator resources of a system with the standard multi-tasking and user-space virtualization facilities of commodity Linux OS. It targets heterogeneous commodity systems found in data center nodes and requires no modification to the OS, OpenCL or application. It eliminates high setup overhead, enables fine-grained sharing of mixed-vendor accelerator resources and provides resource and platform aware scheduling. The average throughput improvement across workloads and mixed-vendor platform configurations varies from 1.29x to 3.87x speedup over existing schemes. Our approach outperforms both vendor accelerator sharing facilities and message passing solutions.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. An introduction of the challenges and contributions of this chapter are given in section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes our motivation for PALMOS. Section 5.3 provides a high-level overview of PALMOS. Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 present the key components and features of PALMOS. Section 5.7 describes our security control. We present our experimental setup and evaluation in sections 5.8 and 5.9, respectively. Section 5.10 discusses chapter summary.

5.1 Introduction

Accelerators, such as Graphic Processing Units (GPUs), have proved to be popular components of modern heterogeneous systems. They provide the potential for low-cost, high-performance computing for highly parallel workloads. This move towards heterogeneity has been mirrored by the development of parallel programming languages such as
CUDA[81] and OpenCL[58] which is portable across accelerators and standard multicores.

However, there is no further integration across the system software stack. Each accelerator is still viewed as a co-processor managed by the application; there is no transparent Operating System (OS) support for sharing accelerator resources between applications and users. There is no scheduling control for multi-accelerator systems. Currently, an accelerator is either exclusively dedicated to an application or supports limited sharing via vendor drivers where the sharing preconditions are non-obvious and lack fine-grained control. Such an approach may be sufficient for traditional HPC and single application systems, but introduces significant issues for multi-tasking systems.

There are a number of issues that are barriers to general use of heterogeneous systems. Firstly, accelerator sharing is either limited or not supported depending on the vendor. There is no support for mixed-vendor accelerator sharing between applications. Secondly, there is no OS-level resource isolation support for heterogeneous software using accelerators. Applications ignore the presence and activity of other applications and their accelerator usage which leads to resource contention. Thirdly, application setup times for heterogeneous software are currently prohibitive. This introduces a significant overhead for multi-tasking and virtualized environments where multiple applications co-exist. Finally, as applications run on shared memory platforms with multiple physical nodes, data placement and the selection of appropriate CPUs and accelerators can significantly affect the performance of an application or the system.

In this chapter, we introduce PALMOS, a user-space virtualization layer that integrates the accelerator resources of a system with standard OS multi-tasking and enables OS-level virtualization for heterogeneous software. Our design reduces setup overhead, enables inter-vendor accelerator sharing and provides resource aware scheduling for heterogeneous applications. Our approach exclusively relies on the interfaces of OpenCL and standard system libraries. It remains compatible with existing software and systems. It does not require any modification of the OS, OpenCL library or application.

PALMOS targets standard heterogeneous systems found in data center nodes. Data-center nodes support large numbers of diverse user tasks which need both performance and secure execution. While there is support for communication and task scheduling between nodes such as Quasar[26], or Whare-Map[72], there is no appropriate support on node level, specially for systems with accelerators.
Hypervisors such as Xen or Kvm efficiently support OS virtualization but there is an upcoming need for more lightweight approaches which provide virtualization and resource isolation for individual processes at user-space instead of full OS virtualization. Production technologies such as Docker and OpenVZ enable user-space virtualization but they focus on traditional applications and not on heterogeneous software. NVIDIA supports accelerator sharing between Virtual Machines. However, it does not provide scheduling and resource sharing control or user-space virtualization. It is also vendor specific.

PALMOS performs accelerator management and sharing at user-space level, enabling virtualization for heterogeneous software. To summarize, this work makes the following contributions:

- A lightweight and secure virtualization layer for multi-user heterogeneous computing.
- Seamless system integration requiring no modification to existing applications, OS or accelerators.
- Fine-grain sharing and control of inter-vendor accelerator resources between applications and users.
- Resource and NUMA aware multi-tasking and scheduling on host and accelerators.

We evaluate PALMOS across different, mixed-vendor platform configurations and workloads. It improves average throughput from 2.1x to 3.87x speedup over existing schemes.

5.2 Motivation

This section provides a simple motivational example for this work. Consider figure 6.1 which shows the execution of four heterogeneous applications on a system with two accelerators.

On current systems, as shown in the left hand side of the figure 6.1, applications directly access the accelerators. Depending on the capabilities of the accelerators, some applications may fail to execute, stall or execute concurrently. The OS has no
5.3 Layer Overview

In this section, we provide a high-level overview of PALMOS, our user-space virtualization layer that integrates accelerator resources with commodity OS components. The design of the layer is portable, built on top of OpenCL and standard system libraries. The layer is transparent to both the OS and applications, requiring no modifications. It operates as a high priority user-space process which collects and manages
Figure 5.2: Overview of PALMOS. The layer design consists of three levels, the Application Interface (level 0), the PALMOS Runtime (level 1) and the System Interface (level 2), its connection to existing OS and runtimes. PALMOS operates transparently between existing applications, OS and OpenCL runtimes.

computation and communication requests from different applications and users. It then schedules them on accelerator resources.

PALMOS builds an environment where each application can safely assume that it exclusively uses the host and accelerator resources. The application performs ordinary operations, computes on the host, allocates memory and makes the usual calls to OpenCL functions for accelerator use. However, these function calls are forwarded to PALMOS which decides, for each application, which host CPUs to use, how to allocate memory and which accelerator to exploit.

5.3.1 Key Design Choices

One of the primary goals of PALMOS is portability and transparency i.e. no change to existing applications, libraries or OS. This means that the APIs that connect an OpenCL application to hardware, OpenCL library calls and standard memory management, must be preserved.

The next design goal is to support efficient heterogeneous multi-tasking and accelerator sharing. PALMOS is a separate layer between the applications and OS that manages all the system resources and controls scheduling to improve system throughput. These design decisions, however, introduce two problems: communication overhead and security.

Both PALMOS and the applications are ordinary processes that reside in different address spaces. This preserves compatibility as no piece of software has to be changed or recompiled. In addition, each application executes in a secure, isolated environment.
A new challenge is therefore, how to achieve efficient inter-process communication and
data sharing between PALMOS and its attached applications.

We solve this by using POSIX shared memory segments[83], segments of memory
that are allocated independently of a single process and that are later mapped to the ad-
dress spaces of the associated processes. This solution dramatically reduces overheads
but raises security concerns that we address below and in more detail in section 5.7.

5.3.2 PALMOS Structured Design

Figure 6.5 gives an overview of PALMOS. The design consists of three levels. The Ap-
lication Interface, level 0, enables the communication of application with PALMOS
and guarantees transparency and portability. The APIs provided to applications are
identical to those of OpenCL and system libraries. Level 1 is the heart of PALMOS;
it provides inter-vendor accelerator sharing, scheduling control, environment setup,
memory allocation and security. At level 2, the System Interface connects PALMOS
with the existing OS and runtime libraries.

**Level 0: The Application Interface:** Applications are attached to PALMOS and
interact with it without modifications. This is done via two interfaces (a) a Virtual
OpenCL client that replaces the standard OpenCL library and (b) a Local Memory
Allocator, provided by PALMOS, that replaces the standard memory allocator. Both
interfaces are supplied as dynamic libraries that are preloaded.

**Virtual OpenCL Client:** It supports all OpenCL 1.2 functions and redirects any
application call to them to the Virtual OpenCL Server of PALMOS instead of the actual
OpenCL library. Virtual OpenCL is built on the top of shared memory for efficiency.
We provide a detailed description of this mechanism in section 5.4.

**Local Memory Allocator:** This serves the memory allocation requests of the ap-
plication. It is part of a two-level "Inter-Space" Memory Allocator which enables
data sharing between the application and PALMOS, which are two distinct processes
with distinct address spaces. The allocator leverages shared memory segments and an
Address Space Translation mechanism to enable zero copy data sharing. Section 5.5
provides a detailed description.

5.3.2.1 Level 1: The PALMOS Runtime

This layer provides the core functionality of PALMOS including accelerator manage-
ment, resource sharing control and improved scheduling.
5.4 Virtual OpenCL

Resource Manager & Application Scheduler: This monitors the execution of all applications and makes decisions about their scheduling on host and accelerators. It also takes care of data placement in multi-node shared memory, NUMA platforms. The scheduler receives operation requests via Virtual OpenCL and dispatches OpenCL operations to an accelerator based on its scheduling decisions. Section 5.6 provides further details.

Virtual OpenCL Server, Central Memory Manager: These are the PALMOS-side counterparts of the Virtual OpenCL and Inter-Space Memory Allocator. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 provide further details.

OpenCL Device & Context Registry: It stores accelerator specific information and OpenCL contexts. OpenCL contexts are now part of the PALMOS runtime relieving applications of high setup overheads.

Security Support: This addresses security within PALMOS. The PALMOS process and the application processes communicate through shared memory segments. In the absence of security control, there are potential threats. An application could send an invalid OpenCL call or attempt to communicate through a Virtual OpenCL Client it does not own. An application may also attempt to access data of a different application. This component prevents this by controlling the access to shared memory segments. Further details are provided in section 5.7.

Platform Topology: This detects the topology of multi-node systems including the number of nodes, the size of local memories, the processor and accelerator locations.

5.3.2.2 Level 2: The System Interface

PALMOS exclusively depends on OpenCL, POSIX[83] and Linux system[67] libraries. OpenCL provides access and management of the accelerator resources while POSIX and Linux libraries are used for the management of standard CPU and memory resources, scheduling of application host code, data placement and security control.

5.4 Virtual OpenCL

Virtual OpenCL forwards OpenCL operation requests to PALMOS. It is available to the application as a dynamic library that replaces standard OpenCL. It ensures transparency for the application, which operates as before without any modification or recompilation. Virtual OpenCL consists of (a) a client that is loaded by the application
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the function call convention of the standard OpenCL environment (a) with our Virtual OpenCL mechanism that supports function calling across distinct processes. It supports function calling with arguments passed by value (b) and reference (c).
process and (b) a server which is part of the PALMOS runtime process. The key issue is how the client and server communicate in an efficient manner that eliminates data coping between the different address spaces. We achieve this by using a *Shared Stack* which relies on POSIX shared memory.

### 5.4.1 Shared Stack

Figure 5.3a shows a function call made by the application to the OpenCL library. The application places the call arguments on the stack and then performs the call. The called function reads the arguments, executes and returns control.

In our scheme, each call to an OpenCL function is forwarded to the PALMOS runtime. The call cannot be performed directly as PALMOS and the application are in different address spaces. Instead there is a *Shared Stack* where the function arguments and return values are stored in a shared memory segment, which is mapped onto the address spaces of both PALMOS and the application. We handle the call as a Remote Process Call (RPC)[15], where the application makes the call request and PALMOS is the remote process that performs it. To illustrate this, see figure 5.3b which shows a function call using the Shared Stack. The application operates in address space 0 and performs an OpenCL call that is served by an OpenCL library that operates in a different address space, address space 1, owned by PALMOS. The application and library share the function call data via the Shared Stack. As shown in section 5.9.3, the use of Shared Stack leads to negligible overhead in comparison to standard OpenCL and other RPC approaches that use system message passing services or MPI[76].

### 5.4.2 Shared Data

The above approach works if the arguments are passed by value. If arguments are passed by reference[46] and pointers are used, then this approach is not sufficient. Pointers refer to arbitrary addresses of application memory which are not directly accessible to PALMOS. Our *Inter-Space Memory Allocator* (Section 5.5) enables data sharing between the application and PALMOS runtime without data copying. The application uses memory allocated through a custom allocator, which is accessible by the PALMOS runtime.

The RPC OpenCL call is now enhanced as shown in figure 5.3c. Here arg0 of the function call is a pointer referring to an address in the application address space. The memory it points to has been allocated by the Inter-Space Memory Allocator.
PALMOS now can access the application data but the RPC call needs to translate the address value of arg0, which is valid in address space 0 of the application, to a valid address in address space 1 of PALMOS runtime. This is done by the Address Space Translator mechanism of the Inter-Space Allocator with negligible overhead.

5.5 Inter-space Memory Allocator

The Inter-Space Memory Allocator enables zero copy data sharing between the applications and PALMOS by operating across multiple address spaces. It also supports data placement control for multi-node NUMA platforms directed by the Resource Manager & Application Scheduler. Although it is used concurrently by multiple processes and threads, its operation remains lock free by design.

5.5.1 Two-Level Memory Allocator

Figure 5.4 shows the structure of our two-level custom allocator [12]. The Central Memory Allocator (CMA) allocates memory chunks from system memory and grants them for use to Local Memory Allocators (LMA). An LMA is instantiated per application thread.

Each chunk is granted exclusively to a single LMA. The LMA manages its chunks as allocation heaps and serves memory allocation requests made by the application. When the allocation heaps of an LMA run out of free memory, the LMA requests a new chunk from CMA. The LMA also yields unused chunks back to CMA. The chunk size is adaptive to the size of memory allocation requests.

The two level design of our allocator guarantees high performance and responsiveness as shown in [12]. Each application thread has its own LMA that manages its own local heaps and its operation is decoupled from other LMAs and the CMA. It contacts CMA rarely, only when new chunks are required.

5.5.2 Address Space Translator

The Inter-Space Memory Allocator uses shared memory segments as chunks. The key issue here is that for each process a shared segment is mapped onto a local address range that is valid only in the address space of the process. However, PALMOS requires access to application data and a mechanism that translates addresses across the different address spaces is required. We introduce the Address Space Translator that
converts local addresses to a *global representation* and vice-versa. The global representation is valid across the address spaces and Address Space Translator converts it to valid local addresses for each process.

The global representation has the same size with pointer data types, which is equal to the architecture word size. The most significant half word represents a unique ID given by the CMA, which uniquely identifies a chunk. The least significant half word represents an address offset in the chunk. The translation overhead is negligible, as it only involves simple arithmetic operations. As figure 5.4 shows, address translation takes place in both application and PALMOS.

Figure 5.4: Data Sharing with Inter-Space Memory Allocator. Inter-Space memory allocator enables zero copy data sharing between the applications and PALMOS. Each application thread owns a Local Memory Allocator that uses memory chunks, provided by the Central Allocator, as heaps. A special component, called Address Space Translator, is used for the translation of data addresses between the address spaces of applications and PALMOS.
5.5.3 Lock-free Design

Our memory allocator enables data sharing between PALMOS and applications without the need for mutual exclusion as PALMOS and applications interact in a specific manner. An application allocates memory and passes a reference to PALMOS with function calls performed via Virtual OpenCL. While PALMOS processes a call, the application is blocked waiting for the response guaranteeing that the application code neither reads nor updates its data.

Furthermore, PALMOS only reads or updates data in application memory locations specified by the application function calls. It does not allocate new memory that is accessed by the application. An OpenCL implementation may allocate memory internally for its operation but this memory resides only in PALMOS and no sharing is required.

5.6 Resource Manager & Application Scheduler

This section describes the Resource Manager & Application Scheduler (RMAS), the core component of PALMOS. It manages the system resources, monitors application execution and performs efficient scheduling on both host and accelerators. Furthermore, it controls data placement and location aware scheduling for multi-node shared memory systems. RMAS decides which accelerator is used based on its availability. It also reduces the application setup overhead; expensive operations such as accelerator reservation and OpenCL context creation are now done during PALMOS initialization instead of application setup.

5.6.1 PALMOS Session

PALMOS requires that each application is attached to it via a session. This session is used by RMAS to monitor and control the application execution and by our Security component (section 5.7) to build a secure environment for both the application and PALMOS. The session is managed by a protocol with three operations, Attach,Detach and Interaction. Those operations run in the background via the Virtual OpenCL mechanism, no application modification is required or API changes.

The protocol operations exchange messages between the Virtual OpenCL client of the application and the Virtual OpenCL server of PALMOS runtime via shared memory segments. PALMOS maintains a shared memory segment, named PALMOS Shared
Figure 5.5: PALMOS Session Protocol. It enables the handshaking of an application with PALMOS and their further interaction. The protocol operations take place in the background via the Virtual OpenCL mechanism and no application modification is required. The design of the protocol is part of our security mechanisms found in section 5.7.
Memory (PSM), where it receives attach requests from Virtual OpenCL clients. The Virtual OpenCL client of an application maintains a shared memory segment, named Application Shared Memory (ASM) which is used as the Shared Stack (Section 5.4) and by the attach and detach operations of the PALMOS Session protocol. ASM access is restricted to the application and PALMOS while PSM is accessible by all applications (section 5.7).

**Attach:** Figure 5.5a shows the Attach operation. PALMOS has created PSM and awaits new requests. The Virtual OpenCL client of the application creates ASM. The client sends an Attach Request to PALMOS via PSM. PALMOS receives the request, validates it and instantiates a Virtual OpenCL Server which sends an Attach Response back via ASM. The Local Memory Allocator of the application is then instantiated by the Virtual OpenCL client.

**Detach:** Detach operation, shown in figure 5.5b, takes place just before the application termination. The Virtual OpenCL client destroys the Local Memory Allocator and sends a Detach Request to PALMOS. PALMOS validates the request and sends a Detach Response back. The client then sends a Termination message and application terminates. PALMOS then destroys the corresponding Virtual OpenCL Server. All the communication is done over ASM.

**Interaction:** Figure 5.5c shows the interaction of application with PALMOS while the session is established. ASM is used as Shared Stack for Virtual OpenCL (section 5.4) where the application performs RPC calls to PALMOS.

### 5.6.2 Application Scheduling

PALMOS has a unified scheduling approach for both CPU and accelerators. It controls the scheduling of host code on CPUs and the scheduling of OpenCL communication and computation operations on accelerators. We deploy a First In First Out (FIFO) scheduling policy which follows the same priority semantics with the FIFO scheduling policy of the modern Linux kernel.

**Thread Scheduling on Host:** RMAS manages multi-threaded applications. Each application thread is attached separately, has its own session and a distinct Virtual OpenCL Server. That choice guarantees high responsiveness. An application thread along with its Server thread are scheduled on the same CPU core to increase data locality.
**5.6. Resource Manager & Application Scheduler**

**Operation Scheduling on Accelerators:** RMAS manages all the accelerators and schedules operations of host-device communication and kernel computation on them. The application has no direct access to accelerators as it uses Virtual OpenCL, our OpenCL implementation that gives control to PALMOS. RMAS decides which accelerator is used at runtime and performs the actual OpenCL calls.

**Operation Multiplexing on Accelerators:** A scheduling policy may demand the suspension of an application and the allocation of its computational resources to another application. In the case of host code that runs on CPUs, OS *preemption* takes care of this.

For accelerators, however, the OS has no control over operation ordering or preemption. Accelerators may not support resource sharing and preemption. We solve this by enabling *Operation Multiplexing* that provides operation scheduling control at the granularity of OpenCL operations. OpenCL operations requested by the application are managed by our scheduler which decides which accelerator to use, and the time and order they will be sent to that accelerator. If an application is Paused, its pending operations will not be sent to the accelerator until the application is active again. This is provided by our OpenCL Command Queue implementation.

**FIFO Scheduling Policy:** When an application starts its execution, a new entry is added in a *Scheduling Priority Queue*. Each entry contains the application state and its priority. We develop a First In First Out (FIFO) scheduling policy with full priority support on both host and accelerators. The scheduling algorithm is driven by two events: the *Attach* and *Detach* of an application.

**Attach Event:** When a new application gets attached, the scheduler checks if an accelerator is available. If yes, it assigns the accelerator to the application, sets its state to Running and starts its execution. If there is no accelerator available two things may happen. The scheduler picks the running application with the lowest priority. If its priority is lower than the newly attached application, preemption is performed on the host and operation multiplexing on the accelerator. If the priority is higher, the scheduler sets the state of the newly attached application to Waiting and the application waits for its execution.

**Detach Event:** When an application gets detached, the scheduler sets its state to Completed and releases the accelerator. Then, it checks the *Scheduling Priority Queue* for waiting or paused applications. If there is one, the scheduler sets its state to Running and starts its execution.
5.6.3 NUMA Awareness

PALMOS provides improved scheduling and data placement for multi-node Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) platforms. Here the system resources are distributed among multiple nodes. Each node owns part of the system processors/cores and maintains its own physical memory. The nodes communicate and share data through interconnects.

**Host Code:** The scheduling of application threads and the placement of its data on the same node improves application performance [73]. It reduces the inter-node communication for data sharing or synchronization. Inter-node interconnects typically have lower bandwidth than the node memory.

**Accelerator Use:** Another factor that affects performance is the location of accelerators. An accelerator is typically attached to a single node and its use by code running on remote nodes requires additional communication through the inter-node interconnects. It is highly preferable for an application to exclusively run and use memory from the node where the accelerator is attached[100][77].

5.7 Security

PALMOS is a user-space virtualization layer for heterogeneous applications that uses shared memory for efficient inter-process communication. While this design choice guarantees high performance, it raises security concerns. Security is key part of our design and we provide a safe environment to both applications and PALMOS.

**Secure PALMOS - application interaction:** An application interacts with PALMOS through Virtual OpenCL (section 5.4), the Inter-Space Memory Allocator (section 5.5) and the Session Protocol (section 5.6.1) which all use shared memory segments. Our approach for safety is to restrict the access to shared memory segments only to processes that actually should access them. OS provides permission control over shared memory segments in the same manner it does for filesystem access. A shared segment can be read or written only by users and processes that have permissions for those actions. We build a secure environment by enforcing user and group ownership and the corresponding permissions.

**Protection of Application Process:** Virtual OpenCL forwards computation and communication requests to PALMOS while Session Protocol handles the handshaking between application and PALMOS. Both Virtual OpenCL and Session Protocol access
5.8 Experimental Setup

Application Shared Memory (ASM, section 5.6.1), which is created by the application and needs to be accessed by PALMOS. We set the permission of ASM to be accessible only by the application and PALMOS processes. The use of two shared memory segments in attach operation of Session Protocol enables communication security. PALMOS accepts attach requests through its "public" shared memory, the PALMOS Shared Memory (PSM) which is accessible to any process. Then, further message exchanging takes place over ASM, which is accessible only by the application and PALMOS. By following that approach we block spoofing attacks and data corruption made by malicious or faulty applications.

**Data Privacy:** Inter-Space Memory Allocator operates across multiple address spaces and enables data sharing between the application and PALMOS. We ensure data privacy by ensuring that application memory is only accessible by the application and PALMOS. The Inter-Space Memory Allocator uses memory chunks which are allocated as shared memory segments. Each chunk is granted to a Local Memory Allocator (LMA) of an application and needs to be accessed by the application and PALMOS runtime. We set read and write permissions for that chunk only to the processes of the application and PALMOS. Under these permissions the application data is shared safely between the application and PALMOS.

**Buffer Overflow & Illegal Memory Access:** We avoid Buffer Overflow attacks in Virtual OpenCL by performing address range and function type checks in both application and PALMOS. The memory chunks used by Inter-Space Memory Allocator are aligned to page size and have sizes multiples of page size. Any application access outside their address ranges causes immediately application segmentation fault. If there is a misuse, PALMOS terminates the application execution, while it continues serving the other applications.

**Special User:** For the protection of PALMOS from malicious attacks that can happen through the user environment, the PALMOS process is executed by a special account.

5.8 Experimental Setup

We evaluate PALMOS using a wide range of workloads on 6 platform configurations. Here, we describe how the workloads are selected and present the platform configurations.
5.8.1 Workloads

The workloads considered, consist of between 1 and 64 concurrently running OpenCL programs selected from the Parboil benchmark suite[101] and the largest available dataset is used. Initially, we consider each program in isolation and investigate its performance. Each benchmark was executed 20 times with the average time taken recorded. This is performed in every experiment reported in this chapter to reduce the impact of noise. We then generate multi-program workloads by selecting multiple benchmarks from Parboil. We looked at workload groups containing 1, 4, 16, 32 and 64 programs to investigate scaling. We randomly selected 50 distinct combinations of benchmarks for each workload group and report the gmean execution time.

5.8.2 Platform

Our evaluation platform is a NUMA x86 system with two nodes. Each node has an Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU running at 2.00GHz and 8 Gigabytes of DDR3 memory running at 1333MHz. The system bus is a QPI interconnect. We have attached two NVIDIA and one AMD GPUs. One NVIDIA and one AMD GPUs are attached on the first node through its local PCI-Express interface. The second NVIDIA GPU is attached on the second node through its local interface. Both NVIDIA GPUs are Tesla K20c[80] and the AMD GPU is Tahiti 7970[3]. The Operating System is Linux with kernel version 3.7 and three OpenCL implementations, Intel OpenCL 1.2 (Build 67279), NVIDIA OpenCL 1.1 (CUDA 6.0.1) and AMD OpenCL 1.2 (Build 1348.5). Both CPUs are treated as a single accelerator.

We define distinct platform configurations by making different number of accelerators available for use. Our configurations are (a) Single NVIDIA GPU, (b) Single AMD GPU, (c) Intel CPU, (d) Two NVIDIA GPUs, (e) Two NVIDIA and one AMD GPUs, (f) One NVIDIA GPU and Intel CPU, (g) Two NVIDIA GPUs and Intel CPU, (h) Two NVIDIA GPUs, one AMD GPU and Intel CPU.

Three benchmarks, histo, mri-gridding and sad, fail to run if the CPU is used as the accelerator. In case of AMD GPU, mri-gridding fails too. The PALMOS scheduler handles this situation. The benchmarks that fail with one accelerator type are not scheduled on it. These benchmarks are not fully compatible with OpenCL standard.
5.8.3 Comparison to existing approaches

**Vendor Solutions** The NVIDIA Kepler architecture enables multi-program execution and supports concurrent kernel executions that overlap with host-accelerator communication. We have modified our FIFO scheduling policy to enable concurrent execution of multiple programs on NVIDIA GPUs. There is, however, limited space for performance improvement because benchmarks tend to consume all the GPU resources leaving no space for concurrent execution[85].

**Message Passing Based Solutions** There have been a number of message passing based schemes that allow sharing of accelerators. As these require extensive development and modification of the OpenCL benchmarks to use an extended API, our evaluation is more limited. We implemented the best performing scheme described in [11] and evaluated a small number of task scenarios. We compare PALMOS against it on our shared memory platform.

![System Throughput Speedup](image)

Figure 5.6: Representative of throughput speedup results delivered by PALMOS for multi-program workloads of 64 benchmark instances. We consider the following 6 platform configurations: $N$: 1 NVIDIA GPU, $2N$: 2 NVIDIA GPUs, $2N+A$: 2 NVIDIA and 1 AMD GPU, $2N+I$: 2 NVIDIA GPU and Intel CPU, $2N+A+I$: 2 NVIDIA and 1 AMD GPUs and Intel CPU.
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5.9 Results

The main goal of our work is improving multi-program system throughput. A summary of the results is shown in figure 5.6 for multi-program workloads consisting of 64 programs on each of the 6 platform configurations. Overall, PALMOS delivers significant speedups ranging from 1.29x to 1.48x. The remainder of this section examines in greater detail the performance of our approach. Section 5.9.1 examines individual benchmark performance improvement. Section 5.9.2 then evaluates performance for varying sized multi-program workloads on each platform configuration. Section 5.9.3 provides a direct performance comparison against the Standard OpenCL environment and an alternate, state-of-the-art message passing based approach.

5.9.1 Single application performance

Here, we evaluate the performance of each application running in isolation. We examine (a) reduction of application setup overhead and (b) NUMA aware scheduling.

5.9.1.1 Reduced Setup Overhead

In standard OpenCL, an application has significant setup overhead as it must reserve an accelerator and create an OpenCL context. In the PALMOS environment, those operations happen once at initialization and overhead is significantly reduced.

NVIDIA GPU: Figure 5.7a shows the total execution times of benchmarks with an NVIDIA GPU as accelerator and the percentage time spent in setup and execution. Benchmarks, such as histo and lbm spend as little as 3% and 5% of their execution on setup, which are reduced by PALMOS to 0.2% and 0.3% as shown in table 5.1, rows 1 and 2. In contrast, benchmarks such as spmv and sgemm spend 97% and 97.6% of their execution on setup, values that are significantly reduced to 12.2% and 12.2% (table 1, rows 10 and 11).

AMD GPU: Figure 5.7b shows execution time breakdown for the AMD GPU. While AMD kernel execution times are approximately the same as NVIDIA, setup overhead is approximately an order of magnitude faster, 328ms compared to 2630ms. Benchmarks histo and lbm now spend 0.2% and 0.5% of their execution on setup, values that are reduced by PALMOS to 0.1% and 0.2% as shown in table 5.1. Benchmarks such as spmv and sgemm spend the 75.2% and 79.6% of their execution on setup, those values get reduced to 8.6% and 8.9%.
Figure 5.7: Normalized Execution Time Breakdowns of benchmarks on Standard OpenCL environment. The stacks present the time spent on application setup and on actual workload execution. Setup times can be prohibitive regardless the accelerator vendor. PALMOS design reduces this overhead dramatically.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bench</th>
<th>N(%)</th>
<th>NP(%)</th>
<th>A(%)</th>
<th>AP(%)</th>
<th>I(%)</th>
<th>IP(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>histo</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpacf</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutcp</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mri-gr</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stencil</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mri-q</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sad</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spvm</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sgmem</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of Setup Overhead on Standard OpenCL and PALMOS environment. The results present the proportion (%) of total execution time spent on setup per benchmark. **N**: NVIDIA GPU, **NP**: NVIDIA GPU with PALMOS, **A**: AMD GPU, **AP**: AMD GPU with PALMOS, **I**: Intel CPU, **IP**: Intel CPU with PALMOS.

**Intel CPU:** Figure 5.7c shows the total execution times when the CPUs are used as a single accelerator. The executions of OpenCL kernels on CPUs are slower and Intel OpenCL has lower setup times. Benchmarks such as lbm and tpacf spend 0.6% and 1.1% of their execution on setup, those values get reduced by PALMOS to 0.2% and 0.7%, as shown in table 5.1. Benchmarks such as sgemm and spmv spend 61% and 76.2% of their execution on setup and PALMOS reduces it to 8.2% and 8.6%.

**Benchmark Classification:** Based on the proportion of the total execution time benchmarks spend on setup we classify them in two groups for later evaluation. The first includes the benchmarks with **High** workload that have low setup overhead, which are histo, lbm, tpacf, cutcp and mri-gridding. The second group includes benchmarks with **Low** workloads that have high setup overhead, which are stencil, bfs, mri-q, sad, spmv and sgemm.

### 5.9.1.2 NUMA Aware Scheduling and Data Placement

Here, we report the additional speedups delivered by the enhanced NUMA aware mode of PALMOS. This applies only when GPUs are used as accelerators because both CPUs are treated as a single accelerator.

**NVIDIA GPU:** Figure 5.8a shows the speedups for NVIDIA GPUs when PALMOS is NUMA aware which range from 1.0x to 1.43x with a geometric average of 1.14x. Benchmarks that perform significant host-accelerator communication such as
Figure 5.8: Speedup (NUMA aware scheduling and Data Placement). Execution speedups for individual benchmarks delivered by the NUMA mode of PALMOS. The baseline is the standard PALMOS environment. Logarithmic scale. GPU only.

sad and histo present notably higher speedups than benchmarks with reduced communication such as tpacf and cutcp.

**AMD GPU:** Figure 5.8b shows the speeds for AMD GPU. The reported speedup values are now lower and range from 1.0x to 1.12x. However, benchmarks with significant host-accelerator communication, such as histo and bfs still present the highest speeds of 1.11x and 1.12x.
Figure 5.9: Throughput Speedup Results delivered by PALMOS. Multi-program sets are executed on 6 platform configurations where different number and types of accelerators are available. We consider 3 groups of benchmarks, the **High Workload**, **Low Workload** and **All** benchmarks. Group size varies from 4 to 64 benchmark instances. The baseline is the Standard OpenCL environment. Logarithmic Scale.
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5.9.2 Multi-program performance

This section evaluates multi-user, multi-program performance in more detail. We consider three benchmark groups: High, Low and finally All which contains all the benchmarks of the previous two groups.

To evaluate multi-tasking, we randomly generate sets of benchmarks that run concurrently on the system. We consider sets of 4, 16, 32 and 64 benchmark instances. For each benchmark group and set size we randomly generate 50 permutations of the benchmarks belonging to that group. We run each of these permutations 20 times to eliminate noise. We present a geomean throughput speedup for each benchmark group and set size as shown in figure 5.9.

Single NVIDIA GPU: Figure 5.9a shows the throughput speedup when a single NVIDIA GPU is available. Here, for High workloads as the size of the workload increases from 4 to 64, the improvement gains level to around a 1.36x speedup as resource contention begins to increase. For Low workloads our improvements are actually more significant, ranging from 25.89x to 22.53x. The decrease happens due to resource contention. Combining all benchmarks together and running them gives improvements from 1.48x to 2.89x. The High workload sets, that have long execution times, have lower performance gains than Low workload sets. However, for the All workload sets, PALMOS provides significant throughput speedups. Averaged across each scenario we see a significant 3.87x improvement over standard OpenCL.

Two NVIDIA GPUs: Figure 5.9b gives the throughput speedup results when two NVIDIA GPUs are available. When compared to figure 5.9a, the speedups obtained are highly consistent. However, the results for Low workloads are now reduced and they range from 21.53x to 22.35x. The results for All workloads are slightly reduced ranging from 2.48 to 1.47. This happens because (a) the same workloads are now computed on two accelerators and the concurrency reduces the potential performance improvements, (b) some overhead is introduced for using two accelerators. The NUMA aware scheduling reduces that overhead but still many driver and OS operations are centralized. Overall, the average improvement across all the scenarios is 3.71x.

Two NVIDIA and one AMD GPUs: Figure 5.9c shows the results for two NVIDIA and one AMD GPUs. Here the results follow the trends of the previous configurations but the throughput speedup gains are reduced giving a geomean improvement of 2.46 while Low workloads report significant reductions ranging from 10.05 to 7.62x. The reason for the relative reduction is (a) the lower setup cost introduced by AMD
OpenCL, (b) the higher overhead of managing and using three accelerators of different vendors and (c) the fact that the same workloads are now computed by three accelerators concurrently. The Low workload set of 4 benchmarks reports a higher throughput speedup of 10.05x in comparison to larger Low sets because of lower resource contention.

One NVIDIA GPU and Intel CPU: Figure 5.9d shows the results when one NVIDIA GPU and Intel CPU are available as accelerators. The throughput speedup trends remain the same with the previous configurations but they are now degraded, specially for Low workloads which now have throughput speedup ranging from 6.88 to 7.22. The improvement rates are degraded mainly because of (a) the longer execution times on CPU and (b) the reduced setup overhead of Intel OpenCL. The geomean speedup is 2.46x.

Two NVIDIA GPUs and Intel CPU: Figure 5.9e shows the throughput speedup results given by PALMOS when two NVIDIA GPUs and Intel CPU are available. The throughput speedup results are now higher in comparison with the One NVIDIA GPU and Intel CPU configuration. The reason is that there are two NVIDIA GPUs in use (a) that lead to faster executions and (b) have higher setup overheads in contrast to Intel CPU. The geomean improvement is 2.62x.

Two NVIDIA GPUs, one AMD GPU and Intel CPU: Here we make all the accelerators available. The results, shown in figure 5.9f, follow the same trends as before but the throughput values are further reduced. Low workloads now range from 5.67x to 5.47x and the mixed, All workloads from 1.6 to 1.29. High workloads remain on the same levels. The reason is (a) the overhead of using multiple accelerators of three different vendors, (b) the lower setup overhead of Intel and AMD OpenCL implementations, (c) the slower executions on CPU and (d) the fact that the same workloads are executed concurrently on 4 accelerators. However the geomean throughput speedup, 2.1x, is still significant.

5.9.3 PALMOS against existing approaches

In this section we evaluate the performance of PALMOS against the default OpenCL environment and an alternative approach [11] which uses message passing for communication and we refer to it as Cloud. We consider four versions of Cloud. The first version controls all the accelerators centrally, where there is little application setup overhead. The second, is a secure version called secCloud, where a new OpenCL
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Figure 5.10: This figure shows the absolute times for the execution of (spmv, histo, spmv, histo) set on PALMOS, Default OpenCL and the 4 versions of Cloud infrastructure.

context is created per application. The last two versions are NUMA aware versions of Cloud and secCloud, called nCloud and nsecCloud. As the OpenCL benchmarks have to be modified to use Cloud, we perform a smaller evaluation than the previous section. Here, we use one of the NVIDIA GPUs as the accelerator.

**Performance Overview:** Here, we take a pair of Parboil benchmarks, histo from the **High** workload group and spmv from the **Low** workload group and we create a workload set, (spmv, histo, spmv, histo). We run it on PALMOS, Standard OpenCL, and, once suitably modified, on the four Cloud infrastructures and the results are shown in figure 5.10. PALMOS outperforms all the other approaches. PALMOS is 57% faster than default OpenCL execution, where the speedup comes from the reduced setup overhead and NUMA awareness. It outperforms Cloud and secCloud by 217% and 223% respectively. The Cloud approaches require extensive data copies across different address spaces, something that PALMOS avoids by using shared memory. Cloud is 7% faster than its secure version, secCloud. The NUMA aware versions, nCloud and nsecCloud are significantly faster. The data placement improves the data copying performance. However, both remain significantly slower.
Virtual OpenCL Performance Analysis: Figure 5.11 shows the execution times for function calls performed with (a) the default call convention of standard OpenCL, (b) Virtual OpenCL and (c) MPI when executing spmv.

Kernel execution, `clEnqueueNDRangeKernel`, as expected, is roughly the same for each scheme. In the case of host-accelerator communication, `clEnqueueWriteBuffer` and `clEnqueueReadBuffer`, Virtual OpenCL introduces negligible overhead. MPI however introduces an overhead of 1.56x and 2.06x as data need to be copied before the actual host-accelerator communication can take place. These two calls consume significant proportion of the application execution and lead to critical execution slowdowns for MPI/message passing based schemes.

5.10 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented PALMOS, a secure user-space virtualization layer that integrates accelerator resources. It targets heterogeneous systems found in data center nodes and requires no modification of OS, OpenCL or the application. Our approach reduces application setup overhead, enables inter-vendor accelerator sharing and provides efficient platform aware scheduling. Our evaluation on multiple platforms
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configurations with workloads ranging from 1 up to 64 applications shows average improvement from 1.29x to 3.87x throughput speedup. We also show that our approach outperforms both vendor accelerator sharing facilities and message passing solutions.

The next chapter presents a technique and software stack component that enable re-source sharing control on accelerators, while supporting software managed scheduling on accelerators. This work remains transparent to existing systems and applications and requires no modifications or recompilation.
Chapter 6

Resource Sharing Control on Accelerators

This chapter presents a runtime and Just In Time compiler infrastructure that enable resource sharing control on accelerators, while supporting software managed scheduling on accelerators. Our infrastructure remains transparent to existing systems and applications and requires no modifications or recompilation. We evaluate on NVIDIA and AMD GPU platforms. We enforce fairness in accelerator resource sharing and deliver fairness improvements ranging from 6.8x to 13.66x for different workloads. Furthermore, we deliver system throughput speedups ranging from 1.13x to 1.31x.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The challenges and contributions of this chapter are given in section 6.1. Section 6.2 describes our motivation for accelOS. Section 6.3 introduces our resource sharing scheme for accelerators. Section 6.4 presents a high level overview of accelOS infrastructure. Sections 6.5 and 6.6 present the key components and features of accelOS. We present our experimental setup and evaluation in sections 6.7 and 6.8. Section 6.9 discusses chapter summary.

6.1 Introduction

Accelerators, such as Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), are key components of modern parallel platforms. They deliver high computational throughput with reduced power for data parallel applications. However, this raw hardware performance comes at a software cost. Although highly parallel, the accelerators are managed as co-processors and support a limited number of concurrent
kernel executions at a time.

While sharing of accelerator resources is not an issue for dedicated application systems found in HPC, it is a real barrier for accelerator adoption in general purpose servers and data centers. Such systems typically host diverse parallel applications which cannot efficiently share and access accelerators with the existing software stack. There is no fair resource sharing on accelerators for execution requests arriving concurrently from distinct applications. This lack of control makes it impossible to provide quality of service guarantees and directly affects the overall fairness of the system.

Modern computing systems need a mechanism that allows accelerators to be shared fairly among several concurrent kernel executions. This should incur minimal overhead and ideally support immediate deployment in existing systems with minimal disruption.

This chapter develops a portable and transparent approach for accelerator sharing control. It enables concurrent space sharing of the accelerator by multiple kernels without any change to the application code, the Operating System or GPU hardware. It can be used immediately on existing hardware and OpenCL software stacks [58].

We achieve this by deploying a host runtime environment and a Just In Time (JIT) compiler. The runtime determines the amount of resources required for the execution of a single work group\(^1\) of every kernel. The runtime then uses this information to narrow down the work groups of every kernel execution in order to control the resources it reserves on the accelerator. To guarantee the correctness of the application we need to perform the computation of the original number of work groups. This is done by dynamically assigning additional work to the newly reduced number of work groups. This procedure requires the transformation of kernel codes and is performed transparently by our JIT compiler. This scheme ensures all kernels can run concurrently, have equal resources, benefit from dynamic work group scheduling and no user or system code has to be modified.

The need for concurrent space sharing of GPUs is well known; in fact GPU manufacturers have separate hardware queues specifically for this purpose. These are intended to allow efficient utilisation by different application streams and kernels. The NVIDIA architecture is a good example. In practice, however, although 2 or more kernels can be sent for execution, the hardware scheduler currently assigns all resources to which ever one arrives first. There is no notion of fair access.

\(^1\) A work group, in OpenCL, represents a subset of kernel execution threads (work items) that needs to be scheduled on a single compute unit of the accelerator.
There have been hardware based proposals to improve performance [35][79][20][16] and memory bandwidth[89]. They do not, however, investigate multi-kernel scheduling and fair resource sharing. Furthermore, they crucially require hardware modifications that are not currently available.

There has also been significant interest in software approaches to GPU sharing for performance [85][1][43] and power efficiency[52]. However, these techniques require static code merging with no dynamic control and do not investigate fair resource sharing. Furthermore, they raise security concerns because they merge kernel codes of different applications and users. There is also significant work proposing host runtime and Operating System techniques for managing accelerator resources[56] [56][91][71]. However, they focus on allowing tasks to be easily allocated to a CPU or GPU, rather than resource sharing control on accelerators.

Prior work has extensively investigated system resource sharing for non accelerator based systems [98][17][104][114][34] and a number of metrics have been proposed for quantifying fairness[41][49][36]. However, there has been limited work on fair sharing of accelerator resources, a problem we directly address in this chapter. We adopt the fairness metric proposed in [32] and extend it to quantify efficiently fairness on accelerators. We use their definition of fairness where the slowdowns of equal-priority applications running simultaneously on the accelerators are the same.

This work presents accelOS, a software stack component that consists of a runtime and a Just In Time compiler and enables resource sharing control and software managed scheduling on accelerators. It integrates with the existing software stack; its operation remains transparent to the application, OS and runtime libraries and there is no requirement for code modifications or recompilation. accelOS operates on the top of existing hardware facilities and their operations are orthogonal.

To summarize, this chapter makes the following contributions:

- A runtime and JIT compiler infrastructure that enables resource sharing control on accelerators.
- Fair accelerator sharing for multi-kernel executions.
- Dynamic, software managed scheduling on accelerators.
- Seamless integration with existing systems and portability across accelerator vendors, OSes and applications.
Figure 6.1: Accelerator sharing on standard OpenCL (a) against accelOS (b). Standard OpenCL does not provide resource sharing control leading to unfair sharing and poor concurrent kernel executions. In contrast, accelOS enforces fair accelerator sharing leading to efficient concurrent kernel executions and throughput improvements.

Our approach is evaluated extensively by using workloads consisting of multiple OpenCL kernels from the Parboil benchmark suite. We first evaluate all pairwise combinations of kernels (25 × 25 = 625 in total). We then evaluate 16384, 4-kernel combinations randomly selected from the 390265 combinations and 32768 8-kernels randomly selected from the 1.5 × 10^{11} combinations. We evaluate performance in terms of fairness, processor sharing, system throughput and system overhead. We compare our approach to the hardware baseline and the Elastic Kernels approach [85]. To show accelOS portability, we evaluate its performance on two modern heterogeneous platforms from two different manufacturers.

We dramatically improve fairness, ranging from 6.8x to 13.66x. This has the added bonus of improving system throughput on average from 1.13x to 1.31x. Our scheme incurs no overhead due to our compiler optimizations, in fact we actually improve isolated kernel execution times due to dynamic scheduling. We deliver an average execution speedup of 1.07x and 1.1x on NVIDIA and AMD GPUs.
6.2 Motivation

Consider figure 6.1 which graphically presents the execution of four kernels arriving from distinct applications when concurrently requesting execution on a modern dedicated GPU such as NVIDIA’s Tesla k20m or AMD’s R9 295X2.

Figure 6.1a illustrates typical system behavior when the standard software stack is used. Rather than executing concurrently, each kernel is executed sequentially in turn. The reason is that each kernel is able to use the majority of the system resources, leaving little space to execute the others and leads to sequential executions. The existing software stack does not support resource sharing control on the accelerator and the accelerator architecture does not support preemption. This leads to unfair accelerator sharing for different applications and their users.

Figure 6.1b presents the system behavior where accelOS infrastructure is in place. accelOS confines resource allocation for kernels so that they have more work per thread but less concurrent threads and thus demand less system resources. This is done dynamically by altering the number of work groups for kernel executions. It also requires software managed scheduling of the original work groups on accelerators and we support it. As can be seen the accelerator resources are now allocated equally among the four kernel executions. This new behavior leads to fair accelerator sharing, concurrent kernel executions and improved throughput.

6.2.1 Motivational Example

To make this concrete, we consider the performance of 4 kernels, \textit{bfs}, \textit{cutcp}, \textit{stencil}, and \textit{tpacf} when concurrently presented for execution using the standard software stack and accelOS on NVIDIA platform. Figure 6.2a shows the slowdown of each kernel when executed concurrently relative to executing in isolation. The standard scheme executes them sequentially and as expected bfs has the least slowdown as it is executed first while program tpacf has the largest slowdown as it is executed last. accelOS slows each kernel more evenly giving fairer access to the GPU. Using the unfairness metric [32], this means that accelOS is 5.79x times fairer as shown in figure 6.2b. As accelOS is better able to use system resources, it actually improves system throughput as well, 1.31x over the standard scheme, as shown in figure 6.2c.

An alternative scheme, \textit{Elastic Kernels} [85], attempts to statically merge kernels when system resources may not be fully utilised. This scheme is able to improve
(a) Individual Slowdowns. accelOS delivers reduced and balanced slowdowns for the kernel executions. This denotes fair accelerator sharing and concurrent kernel executions.

(b) System Unfairness. We compare the system unfairness delivered by standard OpenCL and Elastic Kernels (EK) against accelOS. Lower is better. accelOS outperforms the other approaches.

(c) System Throughput Speedup. We compare against the Elastic Kernels (EK). The baseline is the standard OpenCL. Higher is better. accelOS delivers better throughput performance.

Figure 6.2: Motivational Example for accelOS. Parallel execution of bfs, cutcp, stencil, and tpacf. accelOS outperforms other approaches in system fairness and throughput results.
system throughput by 1.14x but does not improve fairness as it does not allocate resources evenly. As can be seen in figures 6.2b and 6.2c accelOS delivers better system throughput and fairness results than Elastic Kernels.

### 6.2.2 Standard Scheduling Approach

OpenCL and CUDA do not expose any control on how accelerator resources are allocated among concurrent kernel execution requests. In practice, the execution request that arrives first tends to reserve all the available resources. This happens for two reasons. First, the hardware and firmware of the accelerator do not constrain the resources a kernel execution uses. Second, a kernel execution request typically represents a computational range that is large enough to occupy all the accelerator resources.

Consider figure 6.3 which illustrates accelerator sharing and work group scheduling for two parallel kernel execution requests. Here, the accelerator has four compute units (CUs) and two kernels, A and B. A’s Kernel Execution Range (NDRange) consists of 12 work groups (WGs), while B has 8 work groups.

Figure 6.3a illustrates accelerator sharing and work group scheduling as it happens today on modern accelerators. Here, the hardware/firmware scheduler assigns work groups to compute units based on static heuristics. There is no control on how work groups are assigned to the compute units. Under this scheme the kernel that arrives first, kernel A in this example, allocates resources across all the compute units and the scheduler assigns work groups across the units in a round robin fashion. The work groups of kernel B start executing only after the completion of kernel A. The lack of resource sharing control leads to serialized kernel executions and unfair sharing.

### 6.2.3 accelOS: Software Scheduling & Resource Sharing Control

Figure 6.3b shows our approach. The number of work groups for both kernel executions is now reduced. In our example both A and B now have just 2 work groups. The work groups of kernel A start executing on compute units 0 and 1, while the work groups of kernel B executing on compute units 2 and 3.

To ensure the original computation is performed, we have to compute all the original work groups of each kernel execution. First of all, each of the original 12 work groups of A (8 of B) are stored in a software queue and we refer to them as virtual groups. The software queue is stored in accelerator memory and we refer to it as Virtual NDRange A (B). Next, our JIT compiler transparently modifies the kernel code
(a) In standard OpenCL, there is no resource sharing control. The work groups (WGs) of every Kernel Execution Range (NDRange) are assigned for computation to the accelerator compute units (CUs). This is done by static schedulers in a round-robin fashion and there is no control on how the work groups are assigned to the compute units. The kernel execution that arrives first allocates all the accelerator resources. When the work groups of the first kernel have been computed, work groups of the second kernel start executing on the compute units. The lack of resource sharing control leads to serialized kernel executions and unfair accelerator sharing.

(b) accelOS enables resource sharing control. This is done by altering the number of work groups (WGs) of Kernel Execution Ranges. We narrow down the number of work groups to control the number of compute units (CUs) a kernel uses at a time. This way we allow multiple kernels to perform concurrently on the accelerator and achieve space sharing. We preserve the original Execution Range at software level. We store it in accelerator global memory and we now name it Virtual NDRange and its work groups, Virtual Groups (VGs). Our JIT compiler transforms the kernel code. The new kernel code performs software work group scheduling by accessing Virtual NDRange, retrieving and computing virtual groups at runtime.

Figure 6.3: Example of accelerator sharing for two kernel execution requests. We compare standard OpenCL (a) against accelOS (b). accelOS supports resource sharing control which enables fair accelerator sharing and concurrent kernel executions.
6.3. Accelerator Resource Sharing Scheme

The key issue for our fair sharing scheme is determining the right number of work groups per kernel execution. We wish to determine the appropriate number of work groups for each kernel execution so that they all approximately allocate equal resources. We consider modern accelerator architectures with compute units that my
host multiple work group executions at a time if their resource requirements can be satisfied. There are three resources that we need to consider for accelerator sharing: thread number, local memory usage and register usage.

**Thread number:** We first have to constrain the number of work groups each kernel \(i\) executes so that all the concurrent threads can execute concurrently. If \(T\) is the maximum number of threads a device can execute, and \(w_i\) is the size of a work group for each kernel \(i\) then we must constrain the number of work groups \(x_i\) for each kernel:

\[
\sum_i x_i w_i \leq T
\]

To ensure that each kernel has roughly the same resource we have:

\[
\min_i (\min_j (|x_i w_i - x_j w_j|))
\]

where we try to minimise the difference in resource between all kernels.

**Local Memory:** A similar set of constraints can be built for local memory usage. Let \(L\) be the maximum local memory available, and \(m_i\) is the memory usage of a work group then the number of work groups \(y_i\) per kernel is:

\[
\sum_i y_i m_i \leq L
\]

Again to ensure that each kernel has roughly the same resource we have:

\[
\min_i (\min_j (|y_i m_i - y_j m_j|))
\]

**Registers:** Again a similar set of constraints can be built for register usage. Let \(R\) be the maximum registers available, and \(r_i\) is the register usage of a work group then the number of work groups \(z_i\) per kernel is:

\[
\sum_i z_i r_i \leq R
\]

Again to ensure that each kernel has roughly the same resource we have:

\[
\min_i (\min_j (|z_i r_i - z_j r_j|))
\]

**Determining Number of Work Groups:** Each of the three constraints can be approximately solved as follows:

\[
x_i = \frac{T}{K w_i}, y_i = \frac{L}{K m_i}, z_i = \frac{R}{K r_i}
\]
6.4 Infrastructure Overview

Figure 6.5: accelOS Infrastructure Overview. It is organized in three levels. The application interface (level 0), accelOS core (level 1) and systems interface (level 2). accelOS core consists of two components, the host runtime and the Just In Time (JIT) compiler. The runtime monitors OpenCL applications, manages accelerator resources and schedules kernel execution requests on the accelerator. The JIT compiler transforms kernel codes and links them against a GPU runtime library that enables software work group scheduling.

Given that all constraints must hold simultaneously the final work group size is $\min(x_i, y_i, z_i)$. As these are Diophantine equations the resulting work group sizes may be conservative. If not all resources are used, we apply a simple greedy heuristic to incrementally increase the number of work-groups iteratively across the kernel executions until resource saturation.

6.4 Infrastructure Overview

We provide a high level overview of the accelOS infrastructure as it is shown in figure 6.5. accelOS monitors OpenCL applications, manages accelerator resources and enables fair accelerator sharing. Our work remains fully compatible and portable to existing software stacks, accelerator vendors and applications. accelOS infrastructure is seamlessly integrated in existing systems without requiring code modifications or recompilation. Our infrastructure which supports the techniques described above is
organized in 3 levels.

**Application interface (level 0):** It is responsible for monitoring and interacting with OpenCL applications. The monitoring is done via a library called **ProxyCL** which replaces standard OpenCL. The communication between ProxyCL and accelOS is done over Interprocess Shared Memory[83] which guarantees low overhead. This approach has been proposed in PALMOS[71].

**accelOS (level 1):** It is a background system process that provides the core functionality of accelOS and consists of two components, a host runtime and a Just in Time (JIT) compiler. The host runtime monitors OpenCL applications via Proxy CL, manages accelerator resources and schedules kernel execution requests. It is further described in section 6.5. The JIT compiler transforms kernel codes and links them against a GPU scheduling library in order to support software work group scheduling. It is further described in section 6.6.

**System Interface (level 2):** It is the connection of accelOS with the existing system infrastructure. We use standard OpenCL in order to leverage accelerators. This way we can deploy our work on existing systems.

### 6.5 Host Runtime

This section presents the host runtime of accelOS. It consists of two components described below.

#### 6.5.1 Application Monitor

This is the only component of accelOS that interacts with applications via **ProxyCL**. It monitors OpenCL requests made by applications. If these requests involve new kernel code compilation or kernel execution special actions take place. The finite state machine (FSM) of figure 6.6 presents its operation. When an application performs an OpenCL request three scenarios may take place. (a) If the request creates a new OpenCL Program the JIT compiler takes control, analyzes and transforms the kernel code. The original operation is then performed with the transformed version of the code. (b) If the request is a new kernel execution, Kernel Scheduler takes control, which changes the number of work groups in order to control resource allocation and schedules its execution. (c) For any other request, the application continues its execution instantly and accelOS does not intervene.
6.5.2 Kernel Scheduler

It centrally manages the scheduling of kernel execution requests. It leverages the accelerator resource sharing algorithm described in section 6.3 to select the number of work groups for each kernel execution. For every request, it first constructs a Virtual Kernel Execution Range which is copied in the accelerator memory. It then alters the global size of the Kernel Execution Range to match the new number of work groups. It does not modify the work group size or the dimensions of the computation. Finally, it launches the kernel.

The host runtime is built exclusively in user-space and relies on standard POSIX and OpenCL libraries.

Figure 6.6: Application Monitor Operation. Each time an application performs an OpenCL call, the monitor component checks its type. Special actions take place if an operation either involves compilation of new kernel code or a kernel execution.

6.6 Just In Time Compilation

Our Just In Time (JIT) compiler intervenes in the standard compilation procedure of OpenCL kernels. It transforms kernel codes and links them statically against a runtime library that enables the software scheduling of virtual groups by accessing a Virtual Execution Range as we described in section 6.2.3. Its operations remain transparent to the application and no modifications are required. Our compiler infrastructure is based on LLVM[63] while we rely on vendor toolchains for target code generation.

This section first describes how we intervene to the standard compilation procedure. We then describe our code transformation technique. Lastly, we present our GPU scheduling library.
Figure 6.7: OpenCL Kernel Compilation Procedure on (a) Standard OpenCL against (b) accelOS. We intervene the standard compilation procedure, we analyze and transform the kernel code and link it against our GPU scheduling library. We remain transparent to the existing software stack and no application modification is required.

6.6.1 Compilation Procedure

Figure 6.7a presents the compilation procedure under standard OpenCL. The application provides the kernel code either in OpenCL C or SPIR representation[59]. The vendor compiler then performs a set of optimizations and generates native code for the accelerator.

Figure 6.7b presents our scheme. We intercept the OpenCL call that provides the kernel code. If the code is given in OpenCL C we use Clang to generate LLVM IR. SPIR representation is already compatible with LLVM IR. We instantiate an LLVM Pass Manager and load our compiler passes. We transform kernel codes and statically link them against our GPU scheduling library. Next, if the vendor compiler supports SPIR, we generate SPIR code. Otherwise, we generate OpenCL C. Finally, we use the vendor compiler for the target code generation.

6.6.2 Transformation Overview

Our compiler transformation enables software work group scheduling on existing OpenCL kernels without requiring any change or action from the developer. For every OpenCL
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kernel we perform the following:

1. Convert OpenCL function to a regular computation function.

2. Extend the function interface with pointer arguments to the data structures of the runtime.

3. Replace built-in work item functions with runtime equivalents.

4. Create a scheduling kernel function. Its interface includes all the arguments of the original kernel function plus pointer arguments to the runtime data structures.

5. Generate the scheduling kernel body that atomically accesses the Virtual NDRange of the kernel execution and calls the computation function for every virtual group.

The next paragraphs present a kernel transformation example.

6.6.2.1 Kernel Transformation Example

Consider the code of figure 6.8a where each work item either adds or subtracts the input of two buffers depending on its group ID. The kernel function arguments are two input and one output buffers.

Figure 6.8b presents the transformed version of the code. We first convert the kernel function to a regular function and we replace the built-in, work item functions of OpenCL with runtime function calls as it is shown in the lines 5 and 6. The runtime functions require access to data structures and for that reason we have added three trailing arguments to the function interface. The first, \texttt{rt}, provides access to the Virtual Kernel Execution Range (Virtual NDRange), the second, \texttt{sd}, to scheduling information which is local at work group level. The last, \texttt{hdlr}, is a special runtime handler.

6.6.2.2 Software Scheduling Control

Lines 14 to 33 of figure 6.8b consist the code that controls the dynamic scheduling of the virtual groups. We define the scheduling code as a kernel function with the arguments of the original kernel function followed by three additional arguments. \texttt{rt} provides access to the Virtual NDRange, \texttt{sd} to scheduling information local to the work group. The last one, \texttt{lheap}, is a memory buffer allocated in local memory; it is used as a heap for serving memory allocations.
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(a) Kernel Code Example.

```c
kernel void mop(global const float *ina,
    global const float *inb, global float *out)
{
    size_t gid=get_global_id(0);
    size_t grid=get_group_id(0);
    if (grid<NConstant)
        out[gid]= ina[gid] + inb[gid];
    else
        out[gid]= ina[gid] - inb[gid];
}
```

(b) Kernel Code After Transformation.

```c
void mop(global const float *ina,
    global const float *inb, global float *out,
    global struct RT *rt, local struct SD *sd, int hdlr)
{
    size_t gid=rt_global_id(rd, hdlr, 0);
    size_t grid=rt_group_id(rd, hdlr, 0);
    if (grid<NConstant)
        out[gid]= ina[gid] + inb[gid];
    else
        out[gid]= ina[gid] - inb[gid];
}
kernel void dyn_sched(global const float *ina,
    global const float *inb, global float *out,
    global struct RT *rt, local struct SD *sd,
    local void *lheap)
{
    size_t ind;
    if( rt_is_master_work_item() )
        rt_env_init(rt,&sd);
    for (;;){
        if( rt_is_master_work_item() )
            rt_sched_wgroup(rt,&sd);
        barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
        if( sd.status==RUN,TERMINATE)
            break;
        for( ind=sd.wg_base; ind<sd.wg_end; ++ind)
            mop(ina, inb, out, r, ind);
    }
```

Figure 6.8: Kernel Code Transformation and Runtime Library Support for software work group scheduling on accelerators. Our compiler transforms the original kernel code. It injects runtime calls and adds control flow for scheduling control and links against our GPU scheduling library.
The scheduling environment is initialized in lines 21 and 22. This call is made by a single work item, the master of the work group. All the work items proceed to a loop, where the master, line 26, retrieves virtual groups for execution from the Virtual NDRange. We have an adaptive scheduling scheme that may assign more than one virtual groups for execution at a time. For every group we call the function code, line 32, and the runtime work item functions provide the appropriate group and global ID values.

**Local Data Hoisting:** OpenCL standard exclusively permits declaration of data in local address space as part of a kernel function body and not regular functions. We convert the original kernel code to a regular function and we need to hoist its local data declarations in the scheduling kernel function body. The allocation of hoisted declarations is done via runtime function calls.

### 6.6.3 GPU Runtime Library

Our library performs the runtime scheduling of virtual groups provided by Virtual Kernel Execution Ranges (Virtual NDRanges). Every work group has a runtime instance performing virtual group scheduling. The library provides operations for environment control and scheduling. It also provides replacements for the work item functions of OpenCL. The original work groups of a kernel execution are now described by virtual groups and our runtime replacements provide the appropriate values for work item functions at runtime.

### 6.6.4 Adaptive Scheduling

Our runtime operations involve few mathematical operations that consist negligible overhead. The exceptional case is the scheduling operation that involves an atomic operation. Performing software scheduling on kernels with small number of instructions may expose significant overhead. To avoid this, we support the scheduling of multiple virtual groups at a time. We rely on the following heuristic. If the total number of instructions in LLVM IR is less than 10, a scheduling operation assigns 8 virtual groups to the work group at a time. Respectively, 6 groups for less than 20 instructions, 4 groups if less than 30, 2 groups if less than 40. Otherwise, the scheduling is done with 1 work group at a time.
6.7 Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the platforms, workloads, metrics and methodology we use in our evaluation.

6.7.1 Evaluation Platforms

We evaluate our approach on two distinct heterogeneous platforms with GPUs from different manufacturers. Both platforms have the same host processor: an Intel i7 4770K CPU @ 3.50GHz and 16GB of DDR3 RAM at 1600Mhz. The first platform contains an NVIDIA Tesla K20m[80] GPU; while the second has an AMD R9 295X2[3]. Both systems run Linux with kernel version 3.13. We use the NVIDIA OpenCL platform, version 331.79 and the Accelerated Parallel Processing framework of AMD, version 1445.5.

6.7.2 Workloads

We use all the kernels from the OpenCL version of the Parboil benchmark suite [101]. We consider workloads consisting of 2, 4 or 8 parallel kernel execution requests. We first evaluate all pairwise combinations of kernels. As there are 25 Parboil kernels, this gives $25 \times 25 = 625$ in total. It is impractical to evaluate all the available combinations for workloads of 4 and 8 requests and we evaluate a subset of them. There are 390265 4-program workload combinations from which we randomly selected 16384. There are $1.5 \times 10^{11}$ 8-kernel combinations from which we randomly selected 32768. To have robust results, each workload is executed 20 times and the mean execution time is reported.

6.7.3 Comparison to other approaches

We present all results relative to the baseline OpenCL environment provided by NVIDIA and AMD. To provide a broader evaluation, we implemented the Elastic Kernels [85] approach. This work was originally aimed at CUDA and required a port to OpenCL.

6.7.4 Metrics

We evaluate our scheme with respect to fairness and throughput using existing metrics.
6.8 Results

**Fairness Metrics for Accelerator Sharing:** A heterogeneous system is considered fair, if the slowdowns of kernel executions running concurrently on the accelerator resources are the same [32][78][98]. We adopt the metrics proposed in [32].

The Individual Slowdown $IS_k$ of a kernel execution $k$ is:

$$IS_k = \frac{T(s)_k}{T(a)_k}$$

where $T(s)$ is the number of nanoseconds it takes to perform the kernel execution while it shares the accelerator with other executions. $T(a)$ is the number of nanoseconds it takes to perform the execution in isolation. **System unfairness,** $U$ is defined:

$$U = \frac{\max(IS_0, IS_1, \ldots, IS_{N-1})}{\min(IS_0, IS_1, \ldots, IS_{N-1})}$$

**Fairness improvement** over baseline for either our scheme or elastic kernels is a simple ratio: $\frac{U_{\text{Baseline}}}{U_X}$, where $U_{\text{Standard}}$ and $U_X$ are the system unfairness values for standard OpenCL and either our scheme or elastic kernels, respectively.

**Kernel Execution Overlap:** The amount of time kernels co-execute is another measure of GPU sharing. **Execution overlap O** is defined as

$$O = \frac{T(c)}{T(t)}$$

where $T(t)$ is the total time the accelerator is executing at least one of the kernels and $T(c)$ is the amount of time all the kernels are co-executing.

**Throughput Speedup:** Although we focus on fairness, overall performance is also important. We report overall speedup relative to the baseline i.e. $(\frac{T_{\text{Baseline}}}{T_X})$ where $T_{\text{Baseline}}$ is the time for all kernels to execute on the standard system and $T_X$ is the time for either our approach or the elastic kernels scheme to execute all kernels.

**Additional metrics:** To evaluate the overhead of our scheme, we measure the time for a single kernel to execute using our approach vs the baseline. We also report average normalized turn around time (ANTT) and worst case ANTT to allow direct comparison with [85]. We also provide STP results [33].

6.8 Results

In this section, we evaluate accelOS which enables resource sharing control on accelerators. accelOS delivers efficient and fair multi-kernel executions, where sets of 2, 4 or 8 parallel kernel execution requests perform concurrently.
Figure 6.9: Average System Unfairness. We compare the system unfairness delivered by standard OpenCL and Elastic Kernels (EK) against accelOS. Lower is better. accelOS outperforms the other approaches.

We present fairness results in section 6.8.1. Concurrent kernel execution results are discussed in section 6.8.2. Our work has the added bonus of improving system throughput. A detailed description is given in section 6.8.3. We, finally, investigate the performance overhead of accelOS in section 6.8.4. Our optimized version of accelOS compensates the originally introduced overhead and achieves notable performance improvements.

### 6.8.1 Fairness in Accelerator Sharing

Key goal of this work is to enable resource sharing control on accelerators and enforce fair sharing for multi-kernel executions. Here, we investigate what is the impact of accelOS on fairness. We use the metrics of Unfairness and Fairness Improvement as
described in section 6.7. For the Unfairness metric, lower values are better while for the Fairness Improvement metric, higher values are better.

### 6.8.1.1 Result Summary

Figure 6.9a shows the average results on the NVIDIA platform. accelOS reduces unfairness from 8.43 to 1.24 for 2 requests, from 19.65 to 1.89 for 4 requests and from 43.42 to 3.54 for 8 requests. It leads to fairness improvements of 6.8x, 10.4x and 12.27x, while the average improvement is 9.55x. accelOS outperforms Elastic Kernels (EK) approach which delivers fairness improvements of 1.53x, 1.03x and 0.93x, respectively and an average improvement of 1.13x.

Figure 6.9b shows the results on the AMD platform. Here, the benefits of accelOS are similar to those of NVIDIA. accelOS delivers 8.21x improvement for 2 execution requests, 12.97 against 1.58. In the case of 4 requests, it improves fairness by 9.56x where it reduces unfairness from 31.25 to 3.27. For 8 requests, accelOS improves by 13.66x, reducing unfairness from 28.57 to 2.79. accelOS, again, outperforms EK which delivers fairness improvements of 1.63x, 0.77x and 0.85x with an average of 1.02x.

Given the results, accelOS efficiently achieves resource sharing control and leads to significant fairness improvements for multi-kernel executions on both NVIDIA and AMD platforms.

### 6.8.1.2 Individual Results

Figures 6.10a and 6.10b provide an overview of the fairness improvement results across the workloads we use in our experiments. We provide individual results for workloads of 2, 4 and 8 kernel execution requests on both NVIDIA and AMD platforms for accelOS and EK. In case of accelOS, the results range from 0.81x to 15.84x times improvement, where less than 2% of the workloads have a negative fairness result. In contrast, the EK delivers negative results for 44% of the workloads.

accelOS enables dynamic resource sharing control via software managed scheduling on accelerators in contrast to EK which relies on static heuristics and static resource allocation. accelOS successfully adapts to large number of requests and fairly assigns system resources while EK fails.
Figure 6.10: Fairness Improvements delivered by accelOS and Elastic Kernels for sets of 2, 4 and 8 kernel execution requests. Higher is better. Here, we present the fairness improvement results for all the sets we investigate. The sets are organized in fractions based on their result values. The values increase as we move from left to right. The circle and polygon shapes are meant for easing readability on black and white printouts.
6.8.1.3 Pairwise Results

We provide additional insights on the fairness results delivered by accelOS and EK for a selection of 2-kernel workloads in figure 6.11. The selection has been done by pairing the available OpenCL kernels by the alphabetical order of their names. accelOS steadily delivers the best results on both NVIDIA and AMD. We have spotted two cases where EK and accelOS deliver nearly the same results. The sad-calc_16 - sgemm pair on NVIDIA and mri-q_ComputePhiMag - mri-q_ComputeQ pair on AMD suffer from performance degradations due to work group imbalances that negatively affect our software scheduling heuristics. These performance degradations in conjunction with the execution times of these kernels makes accelOS less effective. However, our work delivers significant improvements even for these two cases.

![Graph](image1)

(a) NVIDIA k20m.

![Graph](image2)

(b) AMD R9 295X2.

Figure 6.11: Unfairness results for a selection of 2-kernel workloads. The selection has been done by pairing the available OpenCL kernels by the alphabetical order of their names. We provide unfairness results for standard OpenCL, Elastc Kernels (EK) and accelOS. Lower is better.
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Figure 6.12: Average Kernel Execution Overlap. Comparison of the kernel execution overlap (percentage) on standard OpenCL and Elastic Kernels (EK) against accelOS. Higher is better. accelOS massively improves the percentage of time kernel executions co-exist and perform concurrently on the accelerator.

6.8.2 Concurrent Kernel Executions

We investigate concurrency for multi-kernel executions. We show that the resource sharing control imposed by accelOS permits multiple kernels to effectively co-exist and compute concurrently. We use the Kernel Execution Overlap metric described in section 6.7. Higher result values are better.

Figure 6.12a provides the results for the NVIDIA platform. In the case of 2 requests, we improve from 21% to 94%. For 4 requests, standard OpenCL delivers 3% while we deliver 87%. Finally, for 8 requests, standard OpenCL delivers 0%, while we enable 82%. accelOS outperforms Elastic Kernels (EK) approach which delivers 71%, 43% and 7%, respectively.

AMD platform behaves worse than NVIDIA. As can be seen in figure 6.12b, standard OpenCL delivers 4%, 0% and 0% for 2, 4 and 8 requests, respectively. accelOS, in contrast, enables improved concurrency. It delivers 83%, 75% and 69% for the 3 request sizes. accelOS again is more efficient than EK which delivers 53%, 17% and
0%, respectively.

Both on NVIDIA and AMD, the Execution Overlap results are lower when we scale up from 2 to 8 requests. This happens because (a) the accelerator multi-tenancy leads to higher resource contention between the kernel executions and (b) the varying kernel workloads that lead to execution time imbalances.

![Average System Throughput Speedup](image)

(a) NVIDIA K20m.

![Average System Throughput Speedup](image)

(b) AMD R9 295X2.

Figure 6.13: Average System Throughput Speedups for sets of 2, 4 and 8 kernel execution requests. We compare against the *Elastic Kernels (EK)*. The baseline is the standard OpenCL. Higher is better.

### 6.8.3 System Throughput

We evaluate throughput speedups delivered by accelOS and compare against the *Elastic Kernels (EK)*[85]. The baseline is the standard OpenCL.

#### 6.8.3.1 Result Summary

The results for NVIDIA are shown in figure 6.13a. We deliver an average speedup of 1.13x against 1.08x of *EK* for 2 requests and 1.19x against 1.02x of *EK* for 4 requests.
Finally, we deliver a speedup of 1.23x against 0.91x of EK for 8 requests. On average for all the request sizes, accelOS delivers 1.18x while EK 1.00x.

The results for AMD are shown in figure 6.13b. We deliver a speedup of 1.17x against 1.07x of EK for 2 requests, 1.19x against 0.95x of EK for 4 requests. Finally, we deliver a speedup of 1.31x against 0.9x for 8 requests. On average for all the request sizes, accelOS delivers 1.22x while EK 0.97x.

accelOS enables resource sharing control and dynamic work group scheduling. This leads to significant throughput results that increase as we scale up to larger number of requests. In contrast, the EK approach relies on static heuristics and static resource allocation and fails to manage large number of requests or adapt to dynamic system changes. This is the reason that EK delivers negative results for large number of requests.

6.8.3.2 Individual Results

Figures 6.14a and 6.14b provide an overview of the throughput speedup results across the workloads we use in our experiments. We provide individual results for workloads of 2, 4 and 8 kernel execution requests on both NVIDIA and AMD platforms for accelOS and EK. The throughput speedup results range from 0.52x to 4.8x. Less than 5% of the workloads have slowdowns for accelOS while 54% of the workloads have slowdowns for EK.

6.8.4 accelOS Overhead

Our infrastructure performs a kernel code transformation and adds a software layer that enables software work group scheduling. These changes raise concerns regarding performance penalties and we investigate them here. We compare kernel execution times delivered by accelOS against Standard OpenCL. We, specially, consider two versions of accelOS, the (a) naive and (b) optimized versions; the last includes the adaptive scheduling described in section 6.6. Figures 6.15a and 6.15b present the comparison results for the NVIDIA and AMD GPUs, respectively, where we use the speedup metric \((\frac{\text{ExecTime}_{\text{Standard}}}{\text{ExecTime}_{\text{accelOS}}}}\).

In the case of NVIDIA, shown in figure 6.15a, speedup values range from 0.92x to 1.03x for naive and from 0.96x to 1.14x for optimized. The geometric average is 0.98x for naive and 1.07x for optimized. For the optimized version, the one we use for our experiments, benchmark kernels sgemm and uniformAdd of mri-gridding have
Figure 6.14: System Throughput Speedups for sets of 2, 4 and 8 kernel execution requests. We compare against the Elastic Kernels (EK). The baseline is the standard OpenCL. Higher is better. Here, we present the throughput speedup results for all the sets we investigate. The sets are organized in fractions based on their result values. The values increase as we move from left to right. The circle and polygon shapes are meant for easing readability on black and white printouts.
Figure 6.15: accelOS Performance Impact. We compare accelOS against the standard OpenCL environment. We consider two versions of accelOS, the \textit{naive} and \textit{optimized}. The \textit{naive} leads to small average slowdowns while the \textit{optimized} significantly boosts performance. By default, we use the \textit{optimized} version.

In the case of AMD, shown in figure 6.15b, speedups range from 0.91x to 1.04x for \textit{naive} and from 0.95x to 1.19x for \textit{optimized}. For the \textit{optimized} version, the one we use for our experiments, kernels such as ComputePhiMag of mri-q and calc_16 of sad have the lowest values, 0.95x and 0.96x, while kernels lbm and splitSort of mri-gridding have the highest values of 1.18x and 1.19x. The geometric average is 0.99x for \textit{naive} and 1.10x for \textit{optimized}.

Our naive implementation of accelOS leads to small slowdowns of 2% and 1%. However our optimized version does not just compensate the overhead but it leads to significant performance gains. This is due to the software work group scheduling which is dynamic and leads to well balanced scheduling. As we describe in section 6.6.4, we consider the overhead of our runtime on short kernels where we use a heuristic to minimize that overhead. However, we still suffer small slowdowns for few
kernels on both platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># RQSTs</th>
<th>EK</th>
<th>accelOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STP</td>
<td>ANTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Additional metrics and measurements comparing accelOS against the Elastic Kernels (EK) on NVIDIA K20m. Higher values are better for STP, while lower values are better for ANTT. W. ANTT is the worst ANTT value reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># RQSTs</th>
<th>EK</th>
<th>accelOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STP</td>
<td>ANTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>7.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Additional metrics and measurements comparing accelOS against the Elastic Kernels (EK) on AMD R9 295X2. Higher values are better for STP, while lower values are better for ANTT. W. ANTT is the worst ANTT value reported.

### 6.8.5 Additional Evaluation Metrics

Prior research work has considered some additional metrics which are STP[85][33] for system throughput evaluation and ANTT[85] as an indirect metric for quantifying system fairness. We provide a brief summary of the average results for Elastic Kernels and accelOS on NVIDIA, in figure 6.1 and on AMD, in figure 6.2. accelOS clearly delivers better results on both platforms.

### 6.9 Summary

In this chapter we presented accelOS, a runtime and compiler infrastructure that enables software work group scheduling on accelerators. It enables fair accelerator sharing, efficient multi-kernel executions and throughput speedups. accelOS integrates seamlessly with the existing software stack and it does not require any modification or recompilation of the applications, libraries or drivers.

We delivered fairness improvements ranging from 6.8x to 13.66x for multi-kernel
workloads of various sizes. Furthermore, we deliver system throughput speedups ranging from 1.13x to 1.31x.

The last contribution of this thesis has been presented in this chapter. The next chapter concludes the thesis by providing a brief summary of all the contributions as well as a critical analysis and directions for future work.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis has introduced several methods for addressing key challenges of multi-tasking on heterogeneous systems. A host-device communication optimization that reduces communication overhead has been presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents a heterogeneous accelerator layer that enables central management of accelerators and fine-grained inter-vendor accelerator sharing. A technique and a software stack infrastructure that enable resource sharing control on accelerators is presented in chapter 6. All the contributions presented in this thesis seamlessly integrate to existing software stacks and are portable across vendors. In addition, they do not require any application code modification or recompilation and preserve existing programming models.

The structure of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 briefly summarizes the contributions of this thesis. A critical analysis of the contributions is given in section 7.2. Future work directions are given in section 7.3.

7.1 Contributions

This section summarizes the main contributions of this thesis as they have been presented in the previous three chapters.

7.1.1 Host-Device Communication Optimization

A technique for host-device communication optimization is presented in chapter 4. It reduces the communication overheads introduced by heterogeneous system designs where additional data transfers are required between distinct physical memories. This
work proposes a technique that relies on automatic platform characterization and application tracing and transparently improves application performance. It does that by selecting the appropriate memory allocation and communication policies. The proposed design does not require any application modification, integrates seamlessly to the existing software stack and is portable across vendors. It delivers significant performance improvements for a large number of benchmarks on three platforms.

7.1.2 Heterogeneous Acceleration Layer

A heterogeneous acceleration layer, named PALMOS, is presented in chapter 5. PALMOS is a user-space virtualization layer that enables central management of accelerator resources, fine-grained inter-vendor accelerator sharing and efficient workload scheduling. Its operation remains completely transparent to applications and no application changes are required. It interacts with applications via the OpenCL standard and relies on the programming model of OpenCL. The PALMOS design is portable and supports multiple vendors on a single system configuration. It delivers performance improvements for individual applications and system throughput improvements for multi-application workloads. Multiple system configurations have been evaluated where different number and types of accelerators are available.

7.1.3 Resource Sharing Control on Accelerators

The final contribution of this thesis is a technique and software infrastructure for resource sharing control on accelerators, named accelOS, described in detail in chapter 6. It provides a method to manage accelerator sharing for parallel workload execution requests arriving from multiple users and applications. It enforces fair access to accelerator resources and concurrent accelerator sharing. accelOS is seamlessly integrated to existing software stacks and does not require any application modification or changes in accelerator architecture. It dramatically improves system fairness while delivering system throughput improvements and enables multi-tasking on accelerators.

7.2 Critical Analysis

While this thesis has presented some significant contributions to the field of heterogeneous computing, some aspects of the used methods and approaches demand a critical analysis. Four issues are described in the next sections.
7.2.1 Alternative Designs in Kernel Space

In this thesis, all the proposed system designs and software development concern software stack components and compiler infrastructures that operate in user space. There are no contributions at the Operating System level. This is due the limitations of the current software infrastructure. Each accelerator vendor provides its proprietary version of drivers and runtime libraries which do not follow any standard development practice or development interface. OpenCL, which is a user-space library, is the only shared interface across different vendors and accelerator categories. Under the current scheme, research prototypes and production systems that target portability and inter-vendor heterogeneity should rely on the user-space library implementations of OpenCL. Furthermore, many operations required for the management of heterogeneous systems introduce significant complexity and their potential merge in kernel space may introduce performance or resilience issues. However, hybrid designs that involve both operations in user and kernel spaces are definitely worth exploring. There is a quite clear need for inter-vendor interoperability and well defined standards for accelerator management and sharing.

7.2.2 Feedback Driven Resource Management

The proposed contributions perform resource management by monitoring the activity of applications, controlling their operations on accelerators and keeping track of system status. However, there is no adaptive mechanism where our infrastructure improves its resource management decisions by analyzing runtime information. This information may be application performance, resource contention and the interaction of different applications that co-exist on the system. Hardware performance counters provide access to significant information regarding application performance and system behavior. However, current architectures tend to support single application profiling and tracing aimed of later off-line usage of the collected data. Architecture designs with enhanced hardware counters and software support for dynamic multi-application monitoring could be useful for their integration in adaptive schemes. Furthermore, accelerators have limited support for performance counters which typically follow a trade-off of either sacrificing measurement precision or monitoring a subset of accelerator resources. This approach may sufficiently serve traditional profiling needs but introduces significant challenges for their leverage by adaptive resource management schemes.
7.2.3 Unified Management of Computation and Graphics Workloads

This thesis exclusively considers multi-tasking on heterogeneous systems for computation workloads and there is no consideration of graphics processing. All the presented contributions focus on improving multi-tasking and execution of computation workloads. This limitation may not be an issue for multi-tasking systems that are dedicated to computation, such as data center nodes. However, it is a significant problem for mobile devices and desktop systems where applications are a mix of computation and graphics workloads. Current software stack and vendor designs do not provide the required access for dynamically managing accelerator resources for both computation and graphics tasks. However, recently introduced standards, such as Vulkan, enable a unified programming model for computation and graphics operations on accelerators. This new model potentially provides the required abstraction and resource access for investigating unified management of both workload types.

7.2.4 Performance Evaluation with non GPU accelerators

The contributions of this thesis follow a portable design that adapts to different types of heterogeneous systems. However, all the performance evaluation has exclusively been done on heterogeneous systems consisting of CPUs and GPUs of multiple vendors. This is due to the easy access to GPU processors. Evaluation of the presented contributions on systems equipped with non GPU accelerator types such as Xeon Phi and FPGAs could provide more insights for these platforms and potentially explore application areas that are not fully covered by computing on GPUs.

7.3 Future Work

This section briefly introduces directions on how the presented work could be extended in the future.

7.3.1 Unified Management of Computation and Graphics

This work enables efficient multi-tasking for computation workloads on heterogeneous systems while ignoring graphics processing requirements of applications. One potential direction for future work is to extend the designs of this thesis to provide unified
management of computations and graphics on accelerators. New programming standards, such as Vulkan, may support this effort.

### 7.3.2 Workload Migration across Processors

Modern applications typically consist of multiple execution phases which have different behavior and resource requirements. A scheme that supports the migration of different application phases across processor types can benefit application and system performance while improving power efficiency.

### 7.3.3 Dynamic Code Optimizations

Modern computing systems comprise diverse processor types including CPU and GPUs of radically different architectures. Each processor architecture benefits by different application code optimizations. Due to the high diversity of existing systems an application cannot be statically optimized for every possible system. A Just In Time compiler infrastructure could transparently perform the required optimizations on the target system during application execution.

### 7.3.4 Power Aware Resource Management

The contributions of this thesis provide an infrastructure that enables central accelerator management and resource sharing control. This infrastructure could be extended to be aware of power requirements and perform power efficient resource management.

### 7.3.5 Integrated and Mobile GPUs

The work of this thesis could be extended by specially considering integrated and mobile graphics chips. These architectures provide functionality not found in discrete GPUs, such as memory coherency, which could enhance multi-tasking on heterogeneous systems.

### 7.3.6 Operating Systems running on Accelerators

Accelerators have evolved to complex processor architectures which serve an increasing number of diverse tasks. Having accelerators with dynamic and adaptive resource allocation, memory management and scheduling is crucially important. This would
be ideally served by an Operating System (OS) running on the accelerator resources. Under this scheme a heterogeneous system would have a full OS running on its host resources and satellite OSes running on each accelerator. The host OS would then periodically exchange coordination messages and directives with the satellite OSes. This approach would require architecture and Operating System modifications but it would provide great flexibility for efficient resource management and software execution.

### 7.4 Summary

This chapter concludes the thesis. It first provided a summary of the main contributions and then presented a critical analysis of various work aspects. Lastly, this chapter presented directions for future work.
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